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Proposal for a Pulsed Ferromag-
netic Microwave Generator*

The generation of microwave radiation
by meanis of a system of spin's was accom-
plished several years ago with the invention
of the paramagnietic nmaser. It has beeni rea-
lized for somze time that an anialogous ferro-
m1agnetic dexvice wouild have two major po-
tenitial advantages: it couild provide inuch
larger amotunits of power because of the
larger numliiber of spins available and be-
cause nearly all the spins rather thani a
fractioni exp (-twl/kT) are linied tip; and it
couild operate at room1 temperatuire.

Sex eral schemiies have been proposed and
uitilizedl- for suich a device. In all of these,
the magnetization of a saturated ferromlag-
net is transiently brouight inito a state in
wxhich it is not aligined with the magnietic
ield anid is theii tiiade to radiate into a cir-
cuit at the free precessioni frequLenicy. \We are
here proposinig a new miiethod for prodtucinig
a nionalignied iiiagnietizatioi which mnay haxe
somiie advantages.

For certaini raniges of valuie of the crystal-
linle aniisotropy conistanits (which can be ob-
tainied in sexveral knowxn compotinds of both
ctibic and hexagonial strLicttre), the tuniform
magnetization of a satturated monocrystal-
linle ellipsoid cani asstlime two or miiore orien-
tationis. The energy is lowest in onie of these
orientations; the others are miietastable,
corresponding to local btut not absoluite
minimiia of the eniergy suirface.

The samiiple cani be put inito a metastable
state by tuLrninig oIn a lheld large enotigh to
produice ani absoltute energy minimium in the
directioni of the lield. The field can then be
redticed or rotated tunitil somiie other direction
of the nlaguietizatioii becomiies absolutely
stable (corresponidinig to a deeper energy
minimum). If now the field is chaniged fur-
ther Luntil the iiietastable iiiinimumltl1 disap-
pears, the miiagnetization xx ill precess aboult
the direction of the nexv (absoltite) nmilnimLIum
and can radiate into a imiicrowaxve circuit.

An examaple of such a process is furnished
by a disc of ctubic material xx ith positive anii-
sotropy cut parallel to a (100) planie, and
thtis containing fotur easy (100) directions.
Let the samiple be saturated by applying a
field larger than the anisotropy field HA
along one of these directionis. If the applied
field H is now reduced to some value in the
range 4HA<H<HA, anid rotated in the
plane of the disc, the mzaginetization becomiies
metastable as sooin as the anigle of rotation
exceeds 45°. At som1e angle of rotation be-
tween 45° and 900, the imietastable direction
becomes Linstable, and the magnetization
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precesses about a new direction. The condi-
tions for the instabilities and equilibria are
readily computed. WVe cani get an idea of the
magnituLdes inv%,olved fronm a numerical
examiiple; if H= 2HA, the instability first
occuirs when the anigle of rotation is 55.70
and the initial departutre of the mzagnetiza-
tion from1 its new eqtuilibrium11 orientation is
48.7°.

The radiated frequtency depenids oni the
valtues of H, the first- and second-order ani-
sotropy conistants K1 and K2, and the magniet-
izationi 1I, and cani be comIIpulted readily. For
a tiiiiiierical exam1ple coiisider a (100) disc
with a longituLdinial demagnetizing factor of
0.8 (transsverse tiemagnetizinig factor 0.1)
CuLt from a niaterial xvith 4i7rMI=5000 gatuss,
first-order anisotropy field HA = 2000 oer-
steds, and g=2.3. The radiated frequenicy
varies from 8 to 12 kM\lc as the applied field
is changed fromii 1700 to 1100 oersteds. rhe
energy that is potentially axailable for the
radiationi is the differenice between the imiet-
astable and final energy minimiia which, for
this example, varies fromii 5 X 104 to 104 ergs
per cuibic cm over this frequLency range. As-
stLimiing a 0.01-cm3 samiiple, a I-jAsec pulse,
and an efficienicy of 10 per cenit, this wotuld
furnish a puLlse power of I to 5 watts.

The constants of the mzaterial for this
numerical example have beeni chosen from
the values characteristic of dilute (approx-
iniately 20 per cent) cobalt ferrite. The maini
difficulty in tising this substanice in such an
experimenit is the rather large linewidth
(lowr intrinisic Q), which implies a restriction
to extremaely short pulses. For a first experi-
m1ent it may be easier to tlse the anomalous
anisotropy observed il yttrium iron garnet
at liquid heliumll tem1perattures.5

One phenomiienioni associated with the
proposed experiment should be mnenitionied.
It has been pointed otut by Schaug-Petter-
sen6 that tunder certaini conditions a class of
spinxwaxves in a ferrom1agnietic specimeni can
exhibit unlstable growth. In the experimaent
proposed here, the inistability of the uniformn
precession which we wxish to exploit is al-
ways preceded by such a spinwave instabil-
ity. Sinice the growth of spinwaves does not
contribute to the microwave radiation,6 it
is necessary to traverse the spinwave insta-
bility region rapidly. Thtus the applied field
cannot be rotated slowly, btut nmust be
pulsed over a portion of the cycle. \With the
disc geometry described here the spinwave
instability region can be mnade quite narrow
and the growth rate can be kept relatively
smiiall. Exact calculation is difficult, but a
rough estimate indicates that the require-
ments are well within the capabilities of
present pulse techniques.

M. WV. MULLER
Varian Associates
Palo Alto, Calif.
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RF-Induced Negative Resistance in
Junction Diodes*

Experimiienlts in usin1g junction diodes as
harmonic generators have brouight to ouir at-
tenition a pectIliar effect in the bias circutit.
It was noticed that over a regioii of reverse
bias voltage, an increase in voltage restulted
in a bias-currenit decrease, indicating a niega-
tive resistanice. IThis effect existed only while
the fLunidamental RF power was driving the
dliode but was present both wheni the power
at the harmonic freqtuenicy was allowed to
dissipate and when it was n1ot.

Onie type of RF-indtuced niegative resist-
anice ill jtln1ctioni diodes has recenitly been
reported by Hefnii.1 However, we have ob-
served an additionial type of negative resist-
alice in our diodes. The diodes can exhibit
either of two types of niegative resistance,
depending on the reverse bias voltage at
which the impedanice of the diode is matched
to the RF sotirce. Smzall biases give rise to
the type in which cturrenit is a miultiple
valued fuLnctioni of voltage (S type), while
larger biases effect the type in which voltage
is a multiple valued ftunictioni of cturrenit
(N type).

A circtiit diagramii of the experimiienital
set-up is showxn in Fig. 1. TIhe harmoniic otit-
ptit circuit is not showni. rhe RF frequienicy
was about 350 Mc. Inpuit power ranged fromi
50 to 100 m11w. The oscilloscope displayed
applied bias voltage oni the horizontal aixis
and bias currenit oni the x-ertical axis. Ihe-
diode I-V characteristic xas observed oni the
scope with the IRF signial applied to the
diode. W henl the matchin-g netxrork was cor-
rectly tunled, so that suifficienit power cotuld
flow to the diode, the niegative resistance
characteristic appeared. Fig. 2 shows cuirve
traces for a graded jtin(ctioin silicon diode
(MA 4380 X) exhibiting an .V-type negative
resistance in Fig. 2(a) and an S-type in Fig.
2(b). It was fouincd that both types cotLIld
also be obtained xx-ith an abrtupt jutnction
diode (TIC 64).

Using the S-type negative resistance we
were able to obtain astable, m1onostable or
bistable operation of the bias circuit. In
the astable mode, the period of oscillation
is dictated by the time constant of the bias
circuit. Outpuit waveformiis for the three
modes of operation are showni in Fig. 3.

The highest frequency at which the cir-
cuit will oscillate should be limited primarily
by the driving frequency because of the
mechanism which is proposed to explain the
negative resistance. The phenomenon of hole
storage is proposed as the cause, but a cur-
rent change in the bias circuit should require
at least one cycle of the driving signal and
may require many cycles. We are trying to
develop a theory which will predict the
negative resistance and establish frequency
limitations.

* Received by the IRE, March 1, 1961.
1 . Hefni, 'Effect of minority carriers on the dy-

namic characteristic of parametric diodes," Electronic
Engrg., vol. 32, pp. 226-227; April, 1960.
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(a)

Fig. 1.-Circuit diagram.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.-I-V Characteristics showing (a) N-type and
(b) S-type negative resistance in a MA 4380 X
diode. The I-V characteristic with power off is also
shown. Horizontal scale: 2 v/cm, increasing to the
right. Vertical scale: 0.5 ma/cm, positive upward.

(a)

(O)

(c)

Fig. 3-Output waveforms of the bias circuit in (a)
astable, (b) monostable, and (c) bistable opera-
tion. The output is about I v peak to peak and
was taken across the 510-0 resistor in the bias cir-
cuit. The load lines were determined by the bias
voltage and the total resistance of the bias circuit.
The astable frequency was 100 kc. The monostable
and bistable outputs were triggered by pulses at
2 kc.

Fig. 4 exhibits two interesting features
of a diode biased near zero. The first is the
appearance of an additional N-type negative
resistance close to zero bias. The second is
that this additional negative resistance dis-
appears when the harmonic power is drawn
from the diode.

(b)

Fig. 4-(a) Negative resistance of a T I C 64 diode near
zero bias. Horizontal scale: 3 v/cm centered at -6
v. Vertical scale: 0.3 ma/cm. (b) The lower curve
shows cancelling of the negative resistance due to
power being drawn at five times the input fre-
quency. The upper curve shows power output vs
bias voltage. Peak output is 5 mw at -5.5 v bias.
Input was 50 mw at 350 Mc.

This negative resistance near zero bias
is similar in appearance to an RF-induced
negative resistance observed by North on

welded contact diodes.2 Capacitance varia-
tion with voltage was proposed to explain
North's negative resistance. It seems reason-
able that the negative resistance should dis-
appear when harmonic power is drawn from
the diode because this has the effect of add-
ing positive resistance to the diode.

The helpful advice of I. Friedberg on this
work is gratefully acknowledged.

JAMES C. MCDADE
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Labs.

Washington 25, D. C.

2 H. C. Torrey and C. A. Whitmer, 'Crystal
Rectifiers,' M.I.T. Rad. Lab. Ser., McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.. New York, N. Y.. vol. 15, p. 401;
1948.

Note on Coherence vs Narrow-
bandedness in Regenerative
Oscillators, Masers, Lasers, etc.*

In several discussions with engineers and
physicists engaged in pushing the art of
generating coherent radiation to shorter
wavelengths, I have noted that the narrow-

bandedness of the radiation produced, if not
confused with the coherence' of this radia-
tion, is often considered to be a measure of
the degree of coherence. I would like to
point out that coherence is not a quantitative
concept, but a qualitative one; either radia-
tion is coherent, or it is not, regardless of
bandwidth considerations. If the duration

* Received by the IRE, February 8, 1961.
l The term 'coherence' is used here in the sense of

CW radiation which can interfere with indefinitely
delayed portions of itself. It should not be confused
with optical coherence, wvhich refers to the property
which two light beams have of interfering with each
other when they are obtained from a common source.

of the signal is not indefiniite, due to physical
limitations such as the heating of a ruby
laser, or of the source of pumping radiation,
either the radiation is coherent during its
ephemeral duration, or it is not.

Theoretical experiments, probablv rea-
lizable at later times, may be useful to form
a picture of the concept involved here.

Consider a source of narrow-banded radi-
ation which must be tested for coherence,
and designate its approximate center fre-
quency byf. If the source output is hetero-
dyned with two assumedly available per-
fectly monochromatic signals proportional to
cos 2sr ft and sin 27r ft respectively, the two
components of a phasor are obtained.

The behavior of this phasor will consti-
tute the criterion of coherence vs nonco-
herence of the radiation studied.

If this radiation is incoherent, the phasor
end will be observed to execute a two-
dimensional random walk at a rate inversely
proportional to the bandwidth of this radia-
tion, and if the experiment is continued over

a sufficiently long period of time, the statisti-
cal location of this phasor end will be de-
scribable by a probability distribution which,
in most instances, will be a Gaussian "mole-
hill" centered at the origin [Fig. l(a)].

P1X,Y)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1-Probability distribution of the phasor repre-
senting the relationship between a narrow-hand
signal and a perfectly monochromatic reference
signal, for two cases. (a) The signal is incoherent.
The distribution is a 'mole-hill' centered on the
origin, showing no tendency toward regulation of
amplitude. (b) The signal is coherent. The 'mole-
run' distribution shows strong tendency to regu-
late amplitude to the value R but substantial ran-
dom drift in phase may occur.

Superimposed on the random walk of the
phasor end, there will be a circular drift
proportional to the departure of f from the
exact center frequency of the source spec-
trum.

On the other hand, if the radiation stud-
ied is coherent, the phasor end will be ob-
served to execute a random walk statistically
describable by a probability distribution
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which, in most inistances, will be
"m'iole-rnii" cenitered at the origii
vanishingly small probability at

[Fig. 1(b)]. Any radial cross sect
mole-runvwill, in general, be appi

Gaussian. Radial excursionis of 1

end away from the center circle of
runi will resemble the excursions
of the thermal voltage on a

shunted by a resistanice, for the re
property of the oscillator will ten
taimi constant the average length c
sor. Coniversely, circumferenitial
of the phasor end will assulme
acter of a ranidom walk, the rat
has been calculated in a form(
A slow average rotation will be sur
oni this circumferential random
rate of this rotation being proporti
departure of f from the exact
ltieiicy of the source spectrum.

It is essential to note that t
fixed phase reference to which
may be brought back with a rest
proportional to the departtire of
from this phase reference. Thus,
ity distribtutioni of the phasor er
able by a imiole-hill at a distanc(
origin (Fig. 2) is fundamienitallyv

P(X,Y)

Fig. 2-This probability distribuition is:
result in the limit as observatioii tin
infinity since it would imply "phase'
the hypothetical reference signal.

Experimental verification of
sor's beha-vior for laser's ouitpu
beeni obtained, but it ilmav be
that wheii the radiationi fronm tw-
stable lasers is caused to interf
photocells, with a qtiarter-wax e
betweeii the two path differeuice
two lasers to the two photocells,
cells' outputs will represetit a I

phase ofwhich is the phase differ
two lasers. \Vhether or niot the c

the probabilitx distribuitioni of
end can be detected in such anl
will depend UpoIn whether the b
the photocells' outputs exceeds (

exceed the inistantanieous freque
ence of the twro lasers.

M.J

The Perkiin-E
Nor

2M. J. E. Golay, "Monochromatici
in a regenerative electrical oscillator,'
vol. 48, pp. 1473-1477; Augmist, 1960.

,a circular
, but with
that origin
ion of this
,roxima telv

Note on the Probable Character
of Intelligent Radio Signals from
Other Planetary Systems*

Experiments are now being plannied' to
the maole- detect radio messages aimed at the earth

abouit zero from-i planets of other solar systenms--experi-
condlenlser ments which few believe will succeed, btit
generative which few wouild not xanlt to see tried.
d to main- The spectral location, as well as the
:)f the pha- character of these signals, conistituite sLub-
excursions jects for stimulating spectulation.
the char- It may well be surmised that these hy-

e of which pothetic signals will have a spectral location
er article.' related in a simple manniier to the 1421-Mc
perimpposed line of hydrogen, and sinice this linle is lo-
walk, the cated in a relatively noisy regioni of the

ional to the cosmic radio spectrum, a locationi at either
ceniter fre- half or at twice its freqtiency appears fairly

probable.
there is no It miiay be surnmised ftirther that these
the phasor signials wvill containi a coherenit component2
-orinig force at as niearly half or twice the hydrogeni fre-
the phasor queiicy as available accuiracy permits. Fol-
a probabil- lowiing this line of reasoninig, we may expect
nd describ- the seniders to correct this frequency for the
e from the comiiponienit of motioln of their tranismiiitter
impossible. in the direction of transnmissioni with respect

to the center of gravity of their planietary
system, as well as for the gravitationial po-

tential of that transmiitter with respect to
their "local" otLiter space; corrections wvhich
we should also make for our receiver.

Eveni when so corrected, the coherenit
signal posttilated here wvill have to be further

'y corrected for the nebular drift betweeni the
two solar systems, uniless of course it is al-

< cb, ready corrected at the transmiiitting end.
TIhus, it would appear that there may be

four likely spectral regionis within- which a

search shotuld be miiade for coherent signals,
before any intelligent imiessages can be re-

ceived: at half or at twice the hydrogeni fre-
qtiency, and with or WxithouLt correctioni for

\ X nebular drift.
The exteiit of each search regioni will be

not a possible determined mostly by otir or their otnt-
ne approaches certainity in nebLular drift, and to a lesser ex-

locking' with
tenit

by the relative of seiider anid

ceiver in determinling the exact hydrogen
freqtLiency or the variotis corrections inidi-
cated above. It nmust be noted that the two

f the pha- search region1s at half the hydrogeni fre-
ts has not quenicy are only a quarter as wide as the
spectilated two search regionis at twice that freqtmency
o relatively anid that this factor of fotir is exactly com-

ere on two penisated by the four-fold smaller directixity
difference of a reflector of a giveni size at the lower fre-

os from the quiency. When such factors as easier power
the photo- generation anid greater space coverage are

phasor, the considered, the two half-frequency regionis
renice of the appear more favorable.
haracter of The bandwidth of search, Af, withini each
the phasor region is a matter for much conjecture, but
experiment once this bandwidth has been decided upon,

andpass of the nmanner of search appears straight for-
or does not ward. The signals received are heterodyned
aincy differ- with cos 27r ft and sini 27r ft, respectivelv,

where f designates a frequency withii the

E. GOLAY search regioni, anid the two otitptits are

lmer Corp. filtered by two low-pass RC filters with a

-folk, Conin.

Received by the IRE, February8, 1961.
ity and noise 0. Struve, "Astronomers in turmoil," Phys.
PROC. IRE, Today, vol. 13, pp.18-23; September, 1960.

2 See preceding note inl tliis issue.

time constanit of the order of

RC =
7r4f

The filter outputs constitute the two
comiiponienits of a phasor, the behavior of
the enid of which should be sttudied for a time
equal to a few times the time conistant of the
dual low-pass filters. If a "imole-runi" tenid-
ency is detected for the statistical distribu-
tioii of the phasor end, and if this telndenicy
is conifirmed by extendinig the time of search,
the presence of intelligent transmiiissioni with-
in thef±+,f/2 region will be ascertainied with
a probability of error which decreases ex-

ponenitiallv with time.
Since, for a given tranismlittinig power,

the bandwidth of search Af decreases with
the inverse square of the distance, and sinice
the timiie requiired for searching a given re-

gioni increases with the inverse square of
Af, the fourth power law relating total time
of search and distance will require that
several Af-wide regions be searched simul-
taneotusly, in order to cover the total search
regions in a reasonable time.

It is of interest to note the basic differ-
enice between the search procedure outlinied
above, anid the search procedure which conl-
sists in recording a niarrow spectral regioni,
forming the auto-correlationi functioni of the
recorded signals, and taking the Fourier
transform in cosines of this auto-correlation
funictioni. This latter method serves to reveal
the presence of extra spectral energy withini
narrow bands, but does not preserve phase
informationi. rhus, a coherent signial which
is slightly phase modulated hecomes inidis-
tinguishable fromii a spectral linle with a width
equal to the frequiency excursioni, whereas
the mole-run character of the phasor-eiid
statistical distributioni which canl be de-
tected with the method discussed above
serves to establish with increasinig certaintxy
that coherent signals are indeed coherenit.

1\,. J. E. GOTLAV
The Perkin-Elmer Corp.

Norwalk, Counii.

VHF Satellite Signals Received
at Extra Optical Distances*

Smyth Research Associates have beeni
conducting an experimental program on low
angle refraction of radio waves penetrating
the atmosphere. Satellite transmitters at
108, 162, and 216 Mc have been used as sig-
nal sources in these studies. During the
course of the measurements (June, July and
August, 1960), it was found that on the
miiajority of passes, signals were received
while the satellite was well beyond the radio
horizon. Out of a total of 49 cases when such
"precursor" signals were sought, only 14
failed to yield signals for at least one minute
beyond the radio horizon.

* Received by the IRE, March 3, 1961. This work
was sponsored by Rome Air Dev. Ctr., ARDC.
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In two cases, signals were first received
when the satellite was 1700-1900 miles be-
yond the radio horizon poinit at orbit height.
On these passes the satellite was roughly
twice as far away as the distance to the hori-
zoIn. The signal strength on these occasions
was 11 db below the free space level on 216
Mc and 18 db below the free space level on
108 Mc. As can be seen in Fig. 1. there ap-

O ^
CDx 216 Mc sBELOW

00a~ FREE

A
AT IST

XA °,,° XI A A X MAX.

o
A
A

0 o

x

°1 A

0 4 a 12
DISTANCE BEYOND RADIO HORIZON

undroeds of miles

iN I

Fig. 1--Prectirsor signial levels.

pears to be no distinct dependence of re-

ceived signal strength on frequency. Even
simultaneous data on 162 and 216 Mc show
no consistent frequency dependence.

The combination of low attenuation and
no frequency dependence suggests a tropo-
spheric ducting mechanism. Correlation of
local radiosonde data with signal strength
and maximum path length supports this
view. The duct thickness and intensity in
all cases when signals were observed, ex-

ceeded the trapping requirements for fre-
quencies above 100 Mc.

Fig. 2 shows the data record for one of

TIROS I 108 MC. 6/13100

SATELLITE DISTANCE BEYOND RADIO HORIZON (iRlIs),,'PtEE 5P.GE

too b Q50

SATELLITE DISTANCE BEYOND RADIO HORIZON 1.l1s)

IN 00 1309 so 1sIA0T 0oo

Fig. 2-Satellite preclDrsor signals.

these cases, together with a scale of the great
circle distance of the satellite below the
radio horizon. The record was taken at the
SRA Point Buchon field site on the coastline
near San Luis Obispo, California, with a sea-

interferometer system, giving rise to the pat-
tern of maxima and minima above the hori-
zon. Relatively minor tumbling nulls can

also be seen superimposed on the interfer-
ometer trace.

LLOYD J. ANDERSON
Smyth Res. Associates

San Diego, Calif.

WWV and WWVH Standard Fre-
quency and Time Transmissions*

The frequencies of the National Bureau
of Standards radio stations XWWV and
WWVH are kept in agreement with respect
to each other and have been maintained as
constant as possible with respect to an im-
proved United States Frequency Standard
(USFS) since December 1, 1957.

The nominalbroadcast frequencies should,
for the purpose of highly accurate scientific
measurements, or of establishing high uni-
formity among frequencies, or for removing
unavoidable variations in the broadcast fre-
quencies, be corrected to the value of the
USFS, as indicated in the table. The cor-
rections reported have been improved by
a factor of three over those previously re-
ported, by means of improved measurement
methods based on LF and VLF transmissions.

The characteristics of the USFS, and its
relation to time scales such as ET and UT2,
have been described,' to which the reader is
referred for a complete discussion.

The WWV and WWVH time signals are
also kept in agreemetnt with each other.
Also they are locked to the nominal fre-
quency of the transmissions and conse-
quently may depart continuously from UT2.
Corrections are determined and published
by the U. S. Naval Observatory. The broad-
cast signals are maintained in close agree-
ment with UT2 by properly offsetting the
broadcast frequency from the USFS at the
beginning of each year when necessary.
This new system was commenced on Janu-
ary 1, 1960. A retardation time adjustment
of 20 msec was mnade on December 16, 1959;
another retardation adjustment of 5 msec
was made at 0000 UTT on January 1, 1961.

WWV' FREQI ENCY

WITH RXSPECT TO U. S. FREQUENCY STANDARD

1961
Febniary

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
lit
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Parts in 101°t

-150. 7
-150.4
-150.5
-150.8
-150.9
-151.0
-151.1
- 150.5
-149.8
-14-9.6
-148.0
-149.3
-149.6
-150.0
-150. 1
-150.4
-150.7
-150.9
-150.8
-150.6
-150.5

-150.2
-150.2
-150.3
-150 .4
-150.2
-150.3
-150.1

t A minus sign indicates that the broadcast fre-
quency was low. The uincertainty associated with these
values is ± 5 X 10-D'.

tThe frequency was decreased 1X10-10 on
February 11, 1961.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Boulder, Colo.

* Received by the IRE, March 17, 1961.
'"National Standards of Time and Frequency in

the United States,T PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 105-106;
Januiary, 1960.

A Ruby Laser with an Elliptic
Configuration*

A ruby laser with a new configuration
was successfully operated at 1/15 input
threshold energy of previous lasers.12 This
decrease in pump energy was accomplished
by a new configuration which efficiently
focuses the pump radiation into the ruby
rod.

The laser is an optical maser3 and is the
only known device which can produce highly
coherent radiation in the optical region.
Fig. 1 shows details of the new device. Its
most important elements are the specially
processed ruby, the high-intensity discharge
lamp which produces the pump power, and
the cylindrical ellipse reflector which focuses
the puLmp power into the ruby rod

Capocitor chorger circuit

Fig. 1--Schematic of optical maser
with elliptical reflector.

The ruby is an Al203 crystal with chro-
mium atoms replacing some of the alumi-
num atoms. A ruby which was 0.05 per cent

Cr2O3 by weight was used. The end planes of
the ruby rod are flat to a fraction of a micron
and parallel to within 50X10-6 inch.

The ruby laser has a high-energy pump

power requirement. For the efficient use of
the pump radiation a focusing system must
concentrate the pump energy into the ruby,
and must do it without the radiation passing
through the lamp since an emission lamp is
an absorbing medium. This can be achieved
with an elliptical cylinder configuration with
the lamp along one focal line and the ruby
along the other. In order to have sufficient
gain per reflection, a long cylindrical ruby is
used to offset losses inherent in the reflecting
coatings. Therefore, a cylindrical ellipse is a

good configuration. The new laser was

operated at 150 joules threshold pump

energy as opposed to the 2300 joules previ-
ously required.

This configuration has other advantages.
Cooling of either the ruby or the lamp or

both can be achieved in a variety of ways,

* Received by the IRE, March 16, 1961.
T. H. Maiman, "Stimulated optical radiation in

ruby," Nature, vol. 187, pp. 493-496; August, 1960.
2 R. J. Collins, D. F. Nelson, A. L. Schawlow,

W. Bond, C. G. B. Garrett, and W. Kaiser, "Co-

herence, narrowing, directionality, and relaxation
oscillations in the light emission from ruby," Phys.
Rev. Letters, vol. 5, pp. 303-305; October, 1960.

3J. R. Singer, 'Masers,' John WA'iley and Sons,
Inc., New York, N. Y.; 1959.
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such as circulating a coolant or using filters
on the reflector walls or along the minor axis
of the ellipse to protect the ruby from un-
wanted pump radiation. A cryostat can be
used outside the elliptic cylinder to cool the
ruby. Thus, continuous (CW) operation of
this laser configuration may become feasible
if sufficiently intense light sources can be
found. Other details are given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the energy levels and associ-
ated parameters of the chromium atoms in
A1203 pertinent to the laser. These atoms are

excited to the 4F2 level by the radiation from
the discharge lamp. For the production of
coherent radiation ("laser-action"), it is

30

25

20I

If,2

F,

C

- 4Fm

Fig. 2-Energy-level diagranm of ruby.

necessary to highly overpopulate the 2E
metastable state. This is feasible primarily
because of the broad energy width of the 4F2
level and the large-lifetime r21L compared to
T32. The 4F2 level is only one of several levels
involved from which the atoms may decay
to the metastable state.

Fig. 3 shows synchroscope pictures of the
laser output vs time as a function of input

Fig. 3-(a) Fluorescence when input is 144 joules.
gain 500. sweep 100 Asec/cm. (b) Laser output
when input is 222 joules, gain I, sweep 100
Asec/cm. (c) Laser output when input is 222 joules,
gain 1, sweep 10 psec/cm delayed 360 ysec from
start of flash.

energy. At threshold inpuLt energy for laser
action, the output radiation formis a parallel
beam which produces a highly concentrated
bright spot on the screen. The output radia-
tion below threshold input energy comes

from spontaneous emission and spreads in all
directions and is barely visible. Further ex-

periments are in progress to investigate the

mechanism of the pulses4 shown in Fig. 3(c).
The energy bandwidth of the laser output as

measured with a Fabry-Perot interferometer
was found to be in the vicinity of 0.06 cm-'.
The details of these measurements will be
reported later.

A self-contained portable version of this
new laser has been constructed and weighs
only 19 pounds, including the transistorized
battery-operated power supply.

M. CIFTAN
Microwave and Power Tube Division

C. F. LUCK
C. G. SHAFER

H. STATZ
Research Division

Raytheon Company
WValtham, Mass.

I H. Statz and G. deMars, "Transients and oscilla-
tion pulses in Masers,' in "_uantum Electronics
Symposium,' C. H. Townes, Ed., Columbia Unli-
versity Press, New York, N. Y.; 1940.

C-Band Nondegenerate Parametric
Amplifier with 500-Mc Bandwidth*

A C-band nondegenerate parametric
amplifier has been developed that has the
following characteristics:

Signal frequency:
Idler frequency:
Pump frequency:
Instantaneous bandwidth:
Gain:
Noise figure:

associated parasitic reactance is very nearly
self-resonant at the idler frequency of 9
kMc. Thus, the idler circuit bandwidth is
about the widest obtainable without addi-
tional resistive loading (which wotuld de-
grade the amplifier noise performanice).

PUMP POWER INPUT

SIGNAL INPUT
FROM ANTENNA

CIRCULATOR L Z

AMPL IFEEI IDLEN
SIGNAL - -CIRCUI1%
OUTPUT |
TO POST

SIGNAL CIRCUIT-
RECEIVER

Fig. I-Schematic diagram of C-band nondegenerate
parametric amplifier.

Fig. 2 shows the measured gain-fre-
quenicy characteristic of the amplifier unlder
single-tuned conditions. As showni, a band-
width of 500 Mc and a peak gain of 10 db
are obtained. The noise figure of the ampli-
fier-circulator combination is 3 db at the
midband frequency of 5.3 kMc. The noise
figure varies over the pass-band by about
±0.5 db, being lower below midband fre-
quency and higher above midband fre-
quiency mainly because of the changing ratio
of signal-to-idler frequenicies.

5.3 kMc
9 kMc

14.3 kMc
500 Mc
10 db
3 db (including cir-

culator loss).

A schematic diagram of the amplifier, which
uses two commercially available silicon pill
varactor diodes in a balanced circuit con-

figuration, is shown in Fig. 1.
To obtain a large gain-bandwidth prod-

tict simultaneously with a low noise figure
and good operational stability, a circulator
is used to interconnect the antenna, ampli-
fier and post-receiver. Transformer T,
changes the characteristic impedance of the
circulator to the lower value required to ob-
tain the necessary gain and bandwidth.
The two varactor diodes are effectively in
parallel in the signal circuit, and indtuctance
L, resonates with their net capacitance at
the signal frequency. The parallel L-C coim-
bination in the signal circuit is used only
when a double-tuned response is desired.

The equivalent idler circuit consists
essentially of the two varactor diodes in
series, since very little idler power flows in
the signal circuit (because of the balanced
circuit configurationi) or in the pump circtiit
(because the pump power is applied through
a high-pass filter). The zero-bias capaci-
tances of the two diodes are matched within
about 10 per cent, and each diode with its

* Received by the IRE, March 20.1961. The work
reported here was performed in part under contract
DA-36-039-sc-85359 with the Solid State Devices Di-
vision of the USASRDL, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.

4.6 48 50 52 54 56 58 60

FREOUENCY IN KMC

Fig. 2-MeasAired gain characteristic of C-band
nondegenerate parametric amplifier.

The diodes are operated at zero bias and
require a total ptmip power of about 130
mw. The amplifier gain varies by only
±0.5 db for a ± 1-db change in pump power
and is very insensitive to antenna, post
receiver, or circulator impedance variations.
Two of the single-tuned amplifier-circulator
combinations can readily be cascaded to
provide 20-db gain with an over-all band-
width of 350 Mc; even wider bandwidths are

possible with the same peak gain if the
tuning of the amplifiers is slightly staggered.
Further theoretical and experimental work
is presently in progress to obtain much
wider amplification bandwidths through the
use of double-tuned signal and idler circuits.

The author gratefully acknowledges
helpful discussions with J. C. Greene and
J. J. Whelehan of AIL during the course of
this work.

J. KLIPHUJIS
Airborne Instrtuments lIab.

Melville, N. Y.
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Backward-Wave Radiation from Pe-
riodic Structures and Application to
the Design of Frequency-Independ-
ent Antennas*

One characteristic common to a large
number of successful frequency-inidepen-deint
log-periodic and log-spiral anitennias is that
the radiation is directed toward the apex or
feed poinit of the structure.'-' Ini attemnptiing
to explain this property, and more genierally
to uniiderstand the operationi of log-periodic
antennas, it was found useful to think of the
anitenna as a locally periodic strLIcture whose
period varies slowly, increasing linearly with
the distance to the apex.

It is well known that a nuimber of dif-
fracted beams are produced wheni a plane
wave is diffracted by ani infiniite planie grat-
ing. Each beam corresponds to a space har-
monic which has a phase constant /3,,=3o
-(2nr/a) along the grating where a is the
period of the grating. The wave character-
ized by #o is the fundamental wave. The
same description applies to a wave guided
along the grating and having a phase con-

stant /o in that direction. For example, Fig.
1 shows a dielectric slab bounded on one side
by a conductor and on the other side by a

grating. If this supports a sloxx wave

(13s>k=cwx4/,uE) and if the period a is small,
p=22r/a xvill be large and all the (3, =,o-np
(for n positive or negative integer) will be
larger than k. None of the diffracted beams
has a real direction of propagation which
means that no radiation occurs for the in-
finite structure. If now the spacinig is in-
creased, p will become smaller, the point
,B (and all the points O,,a) will move toward
and eventually f,l will becomie less than k.

When this happens, the diffractioni occturs in
the negative direction (backxxard wax-e). If

Fa-. ,:,PERIODIC: GRATING

CONDUCTOR

CIRCLE OF RADIUS k

SPACE SPECTRUM AXIS
(a) --

VISIBLE RANGE

5,- t R C CIRCLE OF RADIUS k

(b) -----,--
o 50

_VS.LE RANGE

Fig. I-(a) When a is small, p =2wra is large, no radia-
tion occurs. (b) W7hen a increases, the points ?1
move as indicated. In the case shown lhere, one
wave is in the visible range.

* Received by the IRE, February 3, 1961; revised
manuscript received, February 16, 1961. The work de-
scribed herein was supported in part by the Wright
Air Dev. Div., ARDC, USAF, through Contract No.
AF33 (616)-6079.

1 D. E. Isbell, "Non-Planar Logarithmically Peri-
odic Antenna Structures," Antenna Lab., Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana, Tech. Rept. No. 30, Contract AF33
(616)-3220; February, 1958.

2 R. H. DuHamel and F. R. Ore, "Logarithmically
periodic antenna designs," 1958 IRE NATIONAL CON-
NiENTION RECORD, pt. 1, Pi). 139-151.

3 J. D. Dyson, 'The unidirectional equiangular
spiral antenna," IRE TRANS. ON ANTENNAS AND
PROPAGATION, vol. AP-7, pp. 329-334; October, 1959.
Also, Antenna Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Tech.
Rept. No. 33. Contract No. AF33 (616)-3220; July,
1958.

the spacing is further increased the points
/32, then 3, and so on will enter the circle of
radius k and several beams can result, ra-

diated at angles from the z direction which
may be obtained from the constrtiction
shown in Fig. 1.

cos = - (11 j3 <k).
k

The increase in spacing may occur pro-

gressively along a single structure as in a

log-periodic grating. As the fundamental
wave progresses, it will successively reach
points where the v7arious conditions outlined
above will occur. If the rate of increase is
slow, a sectioni of the structure about these
points will behave as if it were periodic with
the local period. As the fundamnental wave

reaches a radiation region, it will naturally
be attenuated (because of this radiation) and
the local xalue of Boc miiav also be somewhat
m-odified bv this loadiing of the transmission
medium. If the coupling is strong enough
and if the detail design of the structure fa-
vors the backward wave, the radiation will
cauise attenuatioin of the funidamiiental wxave

such as to remove all the incidenit energy- be-
fore the conditions for this radiation chanige
too radically. The pattern will be approxi-
mately that of the periodic structure havinig
the local value of the period. When the fre-
quency is increased, the regioni uxhere back-
ward-wave radiation occLurs (active region)
will move but the pattern xwill be substani-
tially the same.

These considerations have beeni applied
and tested on periodic zig-zag and helical
wires. The phase delay of the fundamental
wave is approximately given by the phase
constant, fo3=k csc a, yy=pitch angle. A zig-
zag antenna was constructed which, accord-
ing to the theory, should radiate in the back-
fire direction at 1500 Mc. Below this fre-
quency, additional gain would be expected
due to excess phase shift between cells.
Above this frequency, the maxinLtum radia-
tion should scan away from backfire. The
measured patternis are shown in Fig. 2. The
same tests were made oni a bifilar helix anid
similar results were obtained. The zig-zag
and helical antennas operatinig in the back-
fire mode have smaller cross sections in terms
of the wavelength thani the conventional
enidfire zig-zag and helical antenniias.

A number of new backward-wax-e struc-
ttires are now proposed following the fore-
going basic considerations. For examiiple, a
periodic miionopole array over grouniid maay
be fed fromii a helical delay line. Ty pical ra-

diation patterns of this ty-pe of periodic
struLctuLre are showni in Fig. 3. The corre-

sponidenice between the mleasuLred patterns
and the predictions of the simiiple theory is
good. The achiex ,-ement of backward-wave
radiation fromii atn array of slots in a grounid
planie depends luponl obtaiiing the proper
slow phase velocitv in a xwaxegUide or linie

used to excite the slots. The coaxial guide
with a helical center condtictor seems mlost
likely to operate satisfactorily.

The analysis atnd design of frequency-
Independent antennas of both the log-
periodic and log-spiral geomiietries is now
underway usinlg the foregoinig principles. The
design procedure is to first sttudy, either
theoretically or experimenitally, a periodic
structure made of the same elements. The

f - 1215mc f- 1235mc

9/=yir v)

f-=l1OOmc f.I1G51Mc

Fig. 2--E-)lane radiationi pattern.s of a back-
wvard-xave bifilar zig-zag anitenntia.

1000 MC 1200 MC

1500 MC 1700 MC

1900 Mc 2150 MC

Fig. 3---I-plane radiation patterns of a
periodic monopole array.

frequency-independenit design is then ob-
tained from the periodic antenna by apply-
ing a linear taper, producing a log-periodic
structure. The backward-wave bifilar helix
is the periodic cotunterpart of the coniical log-
spiral antenna; the backwatrd-wave zig-zag
of the log-periodic zig-zag. Simiiilarly, back-
ward-wave periodic dipole, mlonopole and
slot arrays mniay be converted inito frequencyx
independent aniteninas bx- a linear taper.

rhe imiportance of these obserxvations lies
niot onily in the unlderstanidinig that they coiI-
tribute to the operation of fre-Linenicy-inide-
pendent antennias, buit also in the new struc-
ttures that they suggest. The basic inigredients
for a frequenc y-independent antenna are a
slow-waxe transmiiission medium anid a series
of radiating elements satisfying the simiiilar-
itv condition and coLupled to the transmis-
sion mediumii at poinits spaced in geometric
progression. Proper designi can produce a
wave substanitially radiated toward the feed
poinit.

Backward-wave periodic structures with-
ouit taperinig are antennas which deserve at-
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tention for their ownl sake. The imiodels which
have been studied experilmlentally show very

low sidelobes, high front-to-back ratio, and
good bandwidth. Fuirthermore, the produc-
tion of radiating waves fronm a periodic struc-
ture wrhich is directly excited from a modu-
lated electron beam appears to be a promis-
ing approach to the generation of microwave
radiation.

P. E. MAYES
G. A. DESCHAMPS

W. T. PATTON
Antenna Lab.

University of Illinois
Urbana, 111.

Ka-Band Ferrite Amplifier*
A ferrite paramiietric amiiplifier has beeni

built and operated at a signial frequency of
20.5 kMc. It is believed that this is the high-
est frequenicy of operationi of any ferrite
parametric amplifier. The amiiplifier was op-
erated with a ptump power as low as 4 watts
peak.

The amplifier used lonigitudinial pumiipinig
as stiggested by Denton.' It consists of a

signial cavity tunlable by meanls of a slidinig
short couLpled to a ptumiip cavity also pro-
xided with a sliding short. Iris couplinig was

provided between the two cavities as well
as betweeni each cavity anid its respective
inipuLt guide. The two cavities are so arraniged
that the tranisverse field in the pump cavity
(for the dominiant ilmode) is perpendicular to
the H planie in the signial cavity and thuts to
both tranisverse and longituLdinal fields. The
ferrite samiiple used was a highly polished
single-crystal YIG sphere, 0.149 inch in di-
ameter placed in the cotuplinig regioni be-
tween the two cavities. A dc imiagnietic field
was applied parallel to the tranisverse pumiiip
field and adjuisted to resonianice at the idle fre-
quenicy. he rest of the microwav e circuiitry
was conventional for onie-port ferrite ampli-
fiers and included an EH tuner in the pulmp
line for impedance miiatching, a means of ad-
jtListing puLmp power level, band-pass filters
in the signal line to block the pump power,
anid directionial couplers for observation of
reflected signlal power and inicident ptmlp
power. The puLmIp power was obtained fromn
a Microwave Associates M\1A2 10B magnie-
troni operatinig at 34.8 kMc with a pulse
dturation of one miiicroseconid. A 1000-cps
square-wave amiiplituide miiodulated signal
was used anid wheni reflectionis were observed
oni a nionisynchroniized oscilloscope two traces
were displayed, one corresponidinig to periods
with nio signal input and the other corre-

sponiding to periods with a signial ilnput.
Sinice the pumilp, and therefore the amnplifier,

* Received by the IRE, December 19, 1960; re-

vised manuscript received, January 13, 1961. This
work was supported by the U. S. Army Signal Res.
and Dev. Lab., Fort Monmouth, N. J., under Con-
tract DA 36-039 SC-73278.

I R. T. Denton, 'A ferromagnetic amplifier using
longitudinal pumping," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 937-
938; May, 1960.

was pulsed, one pictuire of the oscilloscope
face gave the amplifier response with and
without signial anid with and without puImp.

Measuremenits of niet gaii xwere obtained
by comparinig the outpuit amplitude to a

reference level obtained by replacing the
amplifier with a short circuit. The amplifier
output wxas attenulated suifficiently to mnatch
this reference level anid the gaini read directly
from the attenutator.

The YIG sphere tised was large enough
so that muaniy Foagnetostatic imiodes were

capable of direct excitationi. Because of prop-

agation effects in the large sphere several
distinct modes were obserxvable in which
there was niegligible ox,erlap. These are the
mlodes which are milost attractixe for amnpli-

fication. The idle miiode as a Imlagineto-
static mode niear the bottomii of the magnieto-
static mode spectrnmiii. [he signial miiode was
a quasi-magnietostatic miode; that is, it was

ferrite mnode with properties simlilar to
magnetostatic mlodles btut it lay outside the
imiagnetostatic miiode spectrulm by about 4.5
kAIc.

Experimlenital results ith this amiiplifier
are showni in Figs. I anid 2. In Fig. 1, gaini is
plotted xs signial inipuit poxx er level, showinig
gaini saturationi for abouit onie xxatt peak
poxer ouitptut. In F-ig. 2, small signial gain
is plotted vs ptumllp poxxer. It is seeni that
with a pump power as low as 5 watts peak,
a net gaini of 10 db is obtained. It appears

that gaini drops to zero for a pulmp power of
of 4 watts. However, the imiipedanice match-
inlg tised at the ptumllp frequency was rela-
tixelv inefficient, partly because of space

I-
?I J-

O. ISo i,,ck yIS
tp = 4. a i".

fp, = 20.8 koc

N "I
<S

- ,4 w j X -- j g --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~
o -40 -to -20 -lc a

Signal I,Put - dbon

Fig. K-band ferrite amplifier gain

showing gaini satturationi.

O 2150 i-ch nG sph
34. e bk-

fs X 20. 8 krag

tX 5 0 15 20

Peak Pump F.-tr in Watts

Fig. 2-Gaini vs pump power for J
banid ferrite anmplifier.

limitationis imposed by the large electromiag-
net used to furnish the dc field. It is anitici-
pated that this threshold pumnp power canl be
reduced by sexveral db with improvemiienits in

the matchinig strtictLre.
No attempt xwas made to measture the

noise figure of this amplifier sinice the miag-
netron punmp souirce contribuited conisider-
able excess nioise anid the amplifier stability
was relatixvely poor. It is aniticipated that
imiiprovemenits in the pumiip circtuit efficiency
will allow the tuse of a klystroni soturce, at
least on a ptLilsed basis. Siuch imlproxvemients
are presentlv being plannIied and nioise figture

nmeasuremenits will then be mlade.
Roy WV. ROBR3TS

Res. D)ept.
Melabs

Palo Alto, Calif.

Equivalent Circuits for a Thermo-
electric Converter*

W\hen a thermiioelectric coniverter is op-

erated with conistanit heat inlptut rather than
at a coinstanit temiiperatLure differenitial, niew

eqtuivalent circtiits are retlutired to explain

observed effects, particularly the tranisienit
responise to step fhi ictioii distuirbanices. [Ihe
dynamic behavior of a lightly loaded coinver-
ter-such as imiight be uised as a power suip-

plv for ttunniiel diodes canl be adequiately
described bx a thermiial stateicoeiit that ig-
n1ores JotileaIn heatinig, as well as the Thlomil-
soIn effect:

Q (K + KL)AT + IIJ
d(A*T)

+ CH fattsj.

di
(1)

Z, '[his is essentially a linlear, niodal equation in
which the time-dependent termii is the heat
flowinig inlto or out of the heat capacitance

-I+llO-* ~Ci (watt-seconids per degree) as the result
of any v-ariationi in the temiiperatuire, AT.
Heat losses externial to the thermoelements

clurves are represeiited by KL addedl to the initernal
coniduIctanlce K. [Ihe cold jutnictionis are as-

stimed to be held at a fixed temperature by

ani inifiniite heat sinik, with respect to xwhich
the temperatuire AT of the hot jiunctioi is
measuired.

The physical imiodel to which (1) applies
is showiv in Fig. 1, btit if the Peltier heat III
is rewrittenl as K,AT where K,=IlS(R
+RL)-', the revised equiationi theni applies
directly to the circuit of 1 ig. 2. The steady-

h. r. state responise of the niodal temperature AT

to a silnlusoidal excitationi Q =Q, -ous ct is
givenl by

AT= X --- Re [ expjt

K, + K + KL L+j''J

where

T-= ClJi(K. + K +KL)- * * * [sec1.

K- 8 Received by the IRE, January 9, 1961; revised
mantiscript received, janiarv 10 1961.
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The correspondinig output current may
be written as

SAT
I=-

R + RL

Qo R7 R exp j3t 1
H RJ +R+RL 1 +jjwr

where R,,=lS(K+KL)-', and Q/ll is a cur-
rent source as shown in Fig. 3. The frequency
dependence can be accounited for by the
capacitance C also shown in Fig. 3, anid it
may be verified that the time constant is
given by

R,(R + RL)C IISC
7 = _ _ _ _ _

RAl+ R + RL Kr + K + KL

Thus, the electrical equivalent of the ther-
mal capacitance CH, for a given device time
constant, is C= CH(llS)-1 [farads]. Since we
may encounter resistance levels of hun-
dredths of an ohm coexisting with time con-
stands of hundreds of seconds, it will be
commonplace to have values of 104 farads
for the equivalent capacitance C.

Using the figure of merit Z=S2(RK)-1,
and the Kelvin relation H[=ST, we can
write the Peltier conductance K7r and the
resistance Rr as, respectively,

R
K, =- *ZT*K

R + RL

AT

R
CH L

Fig. 1-Schematic of thermoelectric converter, em-
phasizing the thermal capacitance CH at the hot
junctions. The device also has the internal parame-
ters, K the thermal conductance, R the electrical
resistance, as well as the Seebeck and Peltier co-
efficients S and UI, respectively.

C
AT

7L C~ ~~H T1 S
K+ KLK7ZRR

Fig. 2-Equivalent thermal circuit of converter,
operating from a constant heat source Q. The
equivalent conduictance KAr represents Peltier heat
ptumping.

C=C

Ti R+R.Rrt- KsK R++R

Fig. 3-Equivalent electrical circuit. The resistance
RT results from the constant heat input assump-
tion, represented here by the current source Q/I1l.
Alternatively, the current source could be replaced
by a voltage soturce SQ(K+KL)-' in series with
R7r.

and

K
R,,= -ZT*R.

K + KL

On the basis that the product ZT may have
an upper boundary of the order of unity,
K, and R,, can, at most, be somewhat less
than K and R, respectively.

A word of caution regarding efficiency:
it must be defined as 77=I2RL/Q, which re-
duces to

AT RrRL
T (R,+R+RL)2

rather than

RB,RL
(RK + R + RL) (R + RL)

as one might deduce from Fig. 3. Despite low
efficiencies, thermoelectric devices may pro-
vide a convenient means to simulate long
time constants in control problems. The in-
put could be supplied electrically either by
Joulean heating or by Peltier pumping, giv-
ing rise to quadratic and 'linear iniput/output
relations, respectively.

E. L. R. WEBB
Radio and Electrical Engrg. Div.

Natl. Res. Council
Ottawa, Cailada

A Method for Generating Signals of
Arbitrary Yet Frequency-Inde-
pendent Phase Differences*

When testing phase-measuring devices
or synthesizing polyphase voltages, or in
connection with auto-correlation procedures,
function generation, etc., it is often useful
to have a source of two or more signals at
the same variable frequency, but with coni-
tinuously adjustable, frequency-independ-
ent phase differences. It is the purpose of
this note to describe one particularly simple
method by which this catn be achieved.

#0
INPUT I INPUT

Fig.1Blanced-peak detectOTPUrT

Fig. 1 Balanced-peak detector.

If, in the balainced-peak detector circuit
shown in Fig. 1, a sine wave of large ampli-
tude is applied to onie of the iniput terminials
and another sine wave of small amplitude
and slightly different frequency is applied
to the other, the output signal will be a
sine wa\e at the difference frequency with
an amplitude corresponiding directly to that
of the weaker input signal. If the two input
signals are expressed as

El(t) = Al cos (colt + (1) (I)

and

E2(t) = A2 COS (W2t + EF2)
where

A1>> A2,
the output signial will be

(2)

(3)

el(t) = A2 cos [(X1- W2)t + 4Il- 4)2]. (4)
Here, w, and W2 are the allguLlar speeds of the
two input signals, Al and A2 are the respec-
tive peak amplitudes, anid 4) and 4s corre-
spond to some arbitrary phase angles. It is
seen that by changing the phase of either
one of the input signals, the phase of the
output signal will chanige by the same
amoutit. Conisequentlvy in an arrangemenit
such as is showni in Fig. 2, output signials of
independenitly-adjustable phase differenices
cani be obtained. By adjusting the frequenicv
of the undelayed illput signal, the frequeiicx
of these output signals can be varied over a
wide range without changing their imnutual
phase relationships.

It should be noticed that it is the stronger
of the two input signals that is being phase
shifted. This implies that the changes in
amplitude conmionly associated with vary-
ing the phase of a signal will not have anV
effect on the output.

The actual operation of the arrangemnent
shown in Fig. 2 has been experimentally
tested. Two commercially-available signial
generators were used as signial sources, anid
a continuously-variable delay line coInsti-
tuted the phase shifter. The two balanced
detectors with the associated lov-pass filters
were identically constructed so as to cancel
the effect of any phase shifts occurritng
therein. The fixed frequency of the onie sig-
nal source was arbitrarily chosen to be 100
kc, implyinig that each mnicroseconid of delay
gave a 360 phase shift.

The resuilt of the test is illustrated in
Fig. 3. As canI be seen there, the phase dif-
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Fig. 2-Arrangement for obtaining signals of arbi-
trary, yet frequency-independent phase differences.
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Fig. 3-Performance of the arrangement shownin Fig. 2.
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ference betweeni the two outptut signials at
several different phase settinigs remainied
constant (within the + 1° inaccuiracy of the
phase meter) over a ranige from 10 cps to 1
kc. Above 1 kc, a gradual change in phase
was nioticed-probably due to nonsymmet-
rical effects in the detectors anid/or filters.
No attempts were made to correct this con-

dition. The limitationis of the phase meter
prevented any phase meastirements belowv
10 cps. However, by observinig Lissajouis
patterns oni an oscilloscope, it appeared as if
the phase relationship of the otitput signals
remiainied conistanit dow i to essentially dc
coniditions. This, of coturse, was to be ex-

pected. The inimiiium operating frequency
will be limited by the stability of the signial
sources, rather than- by the capabilities of
the detectors and filters or of the method it-
self.

The atuthor wishes to thanik R. Geitka
who construicted the apparatus and per-
formed the testing involved.

0. K. NILSSEN
Sci. Lab.

Ford Motor Co.
Dearborn, Mich.

The Operation of Radio Altimeters
Over Snow-Covered Ground or Ice*

The miiode of reflectioni in the ground for
the HF signials uised in vertical incidence by
ioniospheric recordinig at the Royal Society
Base at Halley Bay has been studied by
Piggott anid Barclay.' Several types of ex-

perimiienit show that the ice shelf is effectively
transparenit at HF and that miiost of the
signial is reflected from the sea below the ice
shelf rather thani froml the top of the shelf.

The purpose here is to draw attelLtion
to a possible source of danger wheni using
radio altimleters in aircraft which may be
particularly importanit wheni landing on flat
surfaces covered by sInow. Owing to a low
density of evein compacted sniow, the signial
from the air-sniow initerface is weak coimi-
pared with that from the maini reflectinig in-
terface. The actuial circumllstances, however,
are nlot too commnloni, and it is, therefore onily
necessary to give a very cruLde analysis which
indicates the factors involved, and henice the
occasions on which special precautionis may
be desirable.

When a planle wave passes through a di-
electric material anid is totally reflected at the
lower suirface of this material, the strength
of the signial reflected froml the upper sturface
increases with the dielectric conistant of the
material, and that from the lower surface
decreases with it, the total energy being con-

* Received by the IRE, January 19, 1961.
This work forms part of the program of the British

National Committee for the International Geophysi-
cal Year and the D.S.I.R. Radio Research Station,
Slough, and is published by permission of the Director
of Radio Research of the Dept, of Sci. and Industrial
Res.

1 W. R. Piggott and L. WV. Barclay 'The reflection
of radio waves from an iceshelf," J. Atmos. aaid Terres.
Phys., in press; 1961.

staiit. The measturemiienits at Halley Bay show
that the partially reflected signal on fre-
quencies near 3 Mc is 17 db weaker than the
signal from the sea beneath the iceshelf.

Two factors determinie the intensity of a

signal reflected from a snlow surface:
1) The mean density at the snow in the

boundary layer in which reflection
occtirs, which is abotit a quarter of a

wavelenigth thick.
2) The rate of change of density with

depth, expressed in wavelengths in
the mediutmni, which determines
whether the bouindary should be coni-

sidered to be sharp or diffuse. The
partial reflection coefficient decreases
as the boundary becomes more dif-
fuse.

For altimeters operatinig near 100 Mc,
wavelengths of about 3 meters, we may ex-

pect the partial reflection to occur within
about 1 meter of the top surface.

The average density of snow at this
depth is about 0.4 gm/cc so that the partial
reflection loss at the air-snow stirface is
23db. If the underlying reflector is the sea,

the reflection at the top stirface for a plane
wave will be abotit 22 db weaker thani that
from the sea; if the lower reflectioni is froml
an iceshelf, the difference will be about 10
db. Frozen grouLnd will lie betweeni these
linmits. Thuis the top surface reflectioni can

be weak relative to that fromn the lower sur-
face. This cani be dangerouis wheni the instru-
ment is sLuch that a x-eak reflection cani be
overlooked or is stippressed by a stroniger
signal reflected from simrilar raniges.

W. R. PIGGOTT
Dept. of Sci. and Iniduistrial Res.

Radio Res. Station
Dittoni Park

Slotigh, Bucks, Englanid

High-Efficiency Variable-Reactance
Frequency Multiplier*

The theory, designi and performiianice of
some maximum-efficienicy variable-react-
ance frequency multipliers have been pre-
sented by the authors.",2 In view of the in-
terest shown at the time of presentation, it
is felt that some additional results woould be
welcomed. In this correspondence, the au-

thors wish to report that a conversion effi-
ciency of 40 per cent was obtainied for a

fifteen-times passive frequency multiplier

* Received by the IRE, January 26, 1961. The
researcl described in tlis paper stems from a project
sponsored by the Air Res. and Dev. Command, USAF,
and is adminiistered by the Rome Air Dev. Ctr.,
Griffiss AFB, N. V. under contract AF 30(602)-2233.

l T. Utsunomiya and S. Yuan, "Theory, Design
and Performance of Maximum Efficiency Variable
Reactance Frequency Multiplier," Electronics Res.
Labs., School of Engrg., Columbia University, New
York, N. V., Tech. Rept. No. T-1/164, June 15,1960.

2 T. Utsunomiya and S. Yuan, "Theory, Design
and Performance of Maximum Efficiency Variable
Reactance Frequency Multiplier," Presented at the
Annual Electron Devices Meeting of 1960, Washing-
ton, D. C.

using variable-capacitanice diodes. Based on

the disclosed theory, a quintupler was cas-

caded with a tripler. The results presenited
by the atithors at the PGED meetinig are

reproduced here as shown in Fig. 1, where
the efficiency vs harmoinic numnber curve is
compared with that reported by Leeson anid
Weinreb3 and that of the ideal diode. Ex-
perimentally measuired efficiencies con-

firmed theoretical estimatioii closely for
harmonic order N<5. A theoretical estima-
tioIn for ani eight-times multiplier is also in-
dicated.
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Fig. 1-Efficiency in db vs lharnmonic number.

In1 cascadiing the two imiultipliers, the
following colnditionis have to be satisfied to
assture high efficiency, where efficienicy, q, is
defined as

(Ollttput power-at Nf)
(Total iIpltt power).

1) IThe -oltages across the nionliniear
capacitors of both tIllits have to be imiaxi-
mum without causinig the diodes to coidtLct
in the forward regioni.

2) The impedanice le-vels of the two
multipliers have to be imiatched to assure
maxim1luml1 power trallsfer froinn onie Iliit to
the niext.

3) The tripler is llsel for the oLitptit
stage becatise it is miiore effective in elimi-
nating the ulndesired harmioni ics at the otitpuit.

The unit tested was operated with ani in-
put frequency of 0.84 Mc anid an otltput
frequency of 12.6 Mc. The iniput power to
the device was approximuately 10 mnw, and
the ouLtput power was 4 mnw, which gave the
efficienicy of 40 per cenit.

r. UTSUNOMIYA
The Faculty of Enigineeriing

University of Tokyo
Tokyo, Japani

S. YUAN
Electroniics Res. Labs.

School of Engrg.
Columbia University

New York, N. Y.

3 D. B. Leeson and S. Weinreb, 'Frequency multi-
plication with nonlinear capacitors-a circuit analy-
SiS," PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 2076-2084; December,
1959.
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Parametric Up-Converter Tunable
Over an 18:1 Frequency Band*

The operation of parametric amplifiers
over frequency bands of an octave or more
has not been extensively reported in the
literature and indeed these devices have
come to be regarded as essentially narrow-

band amplifiers with typical frequency band-
widths of 10 per cent to 20 per cent.

Theoretical considerations did not indi-
cate that these restricted bandwidths were

necessarily associated with the upper side-
band up-converter and an experimental in-
vestigation was carried out to explore the
bandwidth limitations over wider frequency
ranges in a device of this type. Signal fre-
quency was varied over the range 100-1800
Mc and the pump frequency over the range
8500 to 6800 Mc to give a constant upper
sidebaand frequency of 8600 Mc.

.~~~~~~~~~~~_

Fig. 1-Block diagram of experimental arrange-
ment for up-converter measurements.

~~~~ r~~~~~~~~~~~*F4W~~~~~~~~~~~~7

lower end and by fundamentally low gain
due to the small frequency ratio at the upper
end.

The accuracy of the gain measurements,
dependent on the absolute calibration of two
signal generators operating at the upper
sideband and signal frequencies, is estimated
to be ± 2 db. The noise figure measurements
are included as an indication of the approx-

imate noise level which is being investigated
further. The pump power required was 250
mw. The diode used was a G.E.C. Type
VX3333 with a cutoff frequency of 87 kMc.

Particular care was taken in the design
of the amplifier to exclude the pump and the
lower sideband signals from the output by
means of a band-pass filter which passed only
the upper sideband frequency. Ferrite iso-
lators were used in the pump input and sig-
nal output waveguides to reduce the effects
of unwanted reflections on the fields due to
the pump and the two sidebands at the di-
ode. This isolation was important in obtain-
ing the wideband performance of the ampli-
fier.

With the pump adjusted for amplifier
gain at a signal frequency of 1000 Mc the
rejection by the amplifier of input signals at
frequencies which were submultiples of 1000
Mc is shown in Fig. 3. This characteristic is
of importance when considering the level of
spurious responses associated with the am-

plifier.

I.14.

-j
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Parametric Amplification by
Charge Storage*

When semiconductor diodes are used for
parametric amplification, it is usually as-

sumed that it is the variable depletion layer
capacitance that provides the amplification.
It is the purpose of this letter to poinlt out
that parametric amplification and subhar-
monic oscillation' cani also be obtained from
the effects of charge storage in diodes.2

A typical circuit for achieving paramietric
amplification at relatively low freqtuencies is
shown in Fig. l(a) and the theory of opera-

tionI of this circuit in terns of the variable
depletion layer capacitance has beeni ex-

tensively studied; however, as will be ex-

plainied, this circuit cani also be showni to
provide parametric amplificationi by charge
storage.

(a)

io4 y*n **4*
I-

wV~~~~~~~~~~7.*X0-*

Fig. 3-Harmonic rejection of up-converter.

Fig. 2-Gain of lip-converter.

With the amplifier illustrated in Fig. I

gain has been obtainied over the signal fre-
quency range of 100-1800 Mc by varying
only the pump and signal frequenicies; no

other tuning adjustments to the circuit were

necessary. Particular care was taken to
utilize an essentially aperiodic signal input
circuit. The curves of measured gain and
noise figure against frequency are shown in
Fig. 2 together with the curve of the theo-
retical gain based on the Manley-Rowe fre-
quency ratio relationship. It will be noted
that the measured gain approaches the theo-
retical gain over the central and higher por-
tion of the frequenicy range, while over the
lower part of the frequency range the meas-
ured gain is lower than the theoretical curve.
In the lower frequency region this is due
largely to a poor match at the signal input.
Thus, over the band 100-1800 Mc the band
limits are set by the poor input match at the

* Received by the IRE, january 10, 1961.

With the pump at a fixed frequency and
the signal frequency varied, the gain was

measured to determine the bandwidth.over
which it was obtained. This bandwidth was,
as expected, wide and was found to be in
excess of 150 Mc, measurement being re-

stricted only by the tuninig characteristics
of the particular X-band superheterodyne
receiver used as a detection device.

The above results do not necessarily rep-
resent the ultimate limits of operation of an

upper sideband up-converter over the wide
band of signal frequencies. They illustrate
only the present state of the development of
a wide-band amplifier and are considered to
be of sufficient significance and general in-
terest to warrant publication at this interim
stage. Investigation of the amplifier charac-
teristics continues.

G. P. SHEPHERD
D. G. KIELY

Royal Naval Scientific Service
Admiralty Surface Weapons Est.
Portsdown, Cosham, Port mouth,

Hants, England

(b)

Fig. 1.

In studying the effects of charge storage
on parametric amplification, transistors have
been found useful, since the quantity of
charge in the base region can be controlled,
to some extent, by the emitter or collector.
Now, if in the circuit of Fig. l(a) we use the
base collector junction of a transistor in-
stead of a diode, as indicated by Fig. l(b),
then parametric amplification can be ob-
tained due to the variable depletion layer
capacitance. However, if the collector junc-
tion is driven into forward conduction during
part of the pump cycle, and the pump fre-
quency is not too low, then charge storage
will occur; i.e., the charge of minority car-

riers built up in the base region during for-
ward conduction will allow the junction to
continue conducting for part of the time dur-
ing which the pump voltage reverse biases
the diode. This charge storage can be almost
completely eliminated by connecting a bat-

Received by the IRE, January 30, 1961.
1 Subharmonic oscillation due to charge storage

has also been reported by W. D. Ryan, 'Frequency
division by carrier storage,' Electronic Engrg., vol. 33,
pp. 40-41; January, 1961.

2 The use of charge storage to provide parametric
amplification and subharmonic oscillation is implied
by D. Leenov and A. Uhlir, 'Generation of harmonics
and subharmonics at microwave frequencies with p-n
junction diodes,' PRoc. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 1724-1729;
October, 1959.
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tery directly between emitter and base, so as
to reverse bias the emitter junilctioni. This
has the effect of sweeping nearly all the
minority carriers out of the base region
wvithin the transit time, so that, provided the
pump frequency is not too high, there will be
effectively no minority carriers left in the
base to provide conidtuctioni during reverse
bias. The connection of the battery has no
effect on the depletion layer capacitaince,
however.

In all experiments carried out onl the cir-
cuiit of Fig. l(a) using a transistor as de-
scribed above, it has been found easy to ob-
tain parametric amplification or subhar-
monic oscillation, provided the battery is
disconnected and the base collector junction
is driven into forward conductioni. However,
if the battery is conniected, or the junction
not driven into forward conduction, then the
aniplification or oscillation is greatly redtLiced,
whence it is concluded that charge storage is
principally responsible for the parametric
effects observed.

In some of the parametric amplifiers that
have been reported, the diodes are described
as self biased3 or zero biased,4 in which cases

the diode nmust be driven into forward con-

duction duriing part of the ptump cycle; this
nmuist also occur if any rectified current is ob-
tained. It thus seems probable that the am-

plification obtained in many parametric
amplifiers depends, at least in part, on

charge storage.
D. L. HEDDERLY

British Telecommunications Research Ltd.
Taplow Court, Taplow, Nr. Maidenhead

Berkshire, England

3 E. M. T. Jones and J. S. Honda, "A low-noise up-
converter parametric amplifier," 1959 IRE WESCON
CONVENTION RECORD, pt. 1, pp. 99-107.

4 M. Uenohara, "Noise considerations of the
variable capacitance parametric amplifier,' PROC.
IRE, vol. 48, pp. 169-479; February, 1960.

mate formula (18). This is simlpler than (1),
and an error may be neglected es-en when k
reaches 0.7.

When the electric equivalenit circuit of
the vibrator is considered,

ClCo = llr = (fp2 - f2)/f52, (3)

where Co is the shunit capacitaince and Cl is
the motional capacitance in the fundamenital
mode. Generally, Cv0z CCc, where CC' is the
"clamped" capacitance, and the factor
x(-1) is introduiced' which takes into ac-
count the influence of the other modes of the
vibrator excitable with the same electrode
arrangement.

Ccd/Co = X.

-Now, at the freqnency near the resonmtnce
of the fundamental miio(le,

w 2L,.C. << I (n = 2, 3, 4, * * * ), (12)

and we can approxiniate as

Co = CCI + E C,
ii=2

= C'I- C1, (13)

where CF is the "free" capacitance, namiiely

CF = CCI + E C.,
)1=J

(4)

For the specimen with a single series of
modes as fulfilled, e.g., for the length-exten-
sional mode of a bar, the conitour-shear
mode of a square plate, and the radial mode
of a disk, the general electric equivalent cir-
cuit, which is correct in all the frequency
range, is represented by connlectitng, in paral-
lel, Ccl (Ci and Li in series), (C2 and L2 in
series), * - - (C,,, and L. in series), the re-
sistance terms being neglected. Namely, the
admittance Y of the specimen is as follows:

Y = jCccl + E _ ___j .

tt= 1 - LC
(5)

That (5) is an exact solution is proved as
follows: generally, Y is solved rigorously
from the theory of vibrations as

= CCI/(l - k2). (14)

From (13), (14), (10) anid (9), we obtain

Co/CCd = (1 -pk2)/(1-k 2) (15)

CilCII = pk2/(l - k2). (16)

Accordingly, by comparing (15) and (16)
with (3), we obtain

(17)k2 = ____,
p(1 + r)

or

k2 = (1/p)(fp2 fS2)lfp2

And wheni (Af/fp)2 iS neglected,

k2= (2/p)AJf/fp.

(18)

(19)

Approximate Method of Calculating
Electromechanical Coupling Factor*

Ustually, the electromechanical coupling
factor k of the piezoelectric material is cal-
culated from the series resonance frequency
f, anid the parallel resonanice frequency f, of
the funldamental mode in an appropriate
transducer by the following eqtiationi (nota-
tionis followinig IRE standards on piezoelec-
tric crystalsi are used unless otherwise meni-
tioned):

k -(l-k2) = (1/p) (fp2-f52)/f52. (1)

Or in the first approximation, by putting
.Af=fp-ft'

kI= (2/p) (Af/f8). (2)

Eq. (1), however, is an approximate formlula
and an error increases with k as shown in
Table The writer found a better approxi-

Y = jcWCCI Ie + 1-k -- ;2 (6)

and

f(cWRn) = 0, (n = 1, 2, 3, * ); (7)

where CORy, is the resoniance anguilar frequenlcy
of the nth overtone mode. By M/ittag-Lef-
fler's theorem,2 l/f(cw) is developed as

pit_ ,
(8)

.t (w) 1 1 - ((W2/1,WRn2)

where p, is a constaint, and especially

Pi = P. (9)

Substituiting (8) in (6), we obtaini

kX2
C. p k2 Cc,

L. = 1/(coR.2C.)-

(10)

(11)

Eq. (18) is a new approximate formula, anid
this approximation is, from (15) and (4),
equivalent to

x = (1 - k2)/(l -Pk2) (20)

while (1) corresponds to x= 1.
In Table I, the calculated valuies by (1),

(2), (18) and (19) are compared with truje
values calculated by (21),3 in the case of the
length-extenisional mode where p = 8/7r2.

2 gP tan p P :

k3l2
(21)

NlM. MlARUTAKE
iKobavasi Inst. of Phys. Res.

Tokyo, Japan

* Received by the IRE, January 30, 1961.
1 IRE Piezoelectric Committee, "IRE standards

on piezoelectric crystals, 1958," PROC. IRE, vol. 46,
pp. 764-778; April, 1958.

2 E. T. WXliittaker and G. N. Watson, 'Modern
Analysis," Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
Eng., pp. 134-136; 1935.

3 v. P. Mason, "Piezoelectric Crystals and their
Application to Ultrasoniics," D. Van Nostrand Co.,
Inc., Newv York, N. Y., pp. 61-68; 1950.
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A Simple Method of Generating
Nanosecond Pulses at X Band*

Present methods of generating nanosec-
ond RF pulses use high-speed switches to
amplitude modulate microwave energy. One
approach uses fast semiconductor diodes,."2
while Beck's' utilizes the TWT as a switch.
A TWT can also be used in a nonlinear feed-
back loop to form a regenerative pulse gen-
erator.4 The technique to be described, based
on the impulse response of a TWT, is a
simple means of generating short RF pulses.

Theoretically, the Fourier spectrum of
dc pulses extends out to infinite frequency.
For pulses of the order of I nsec in width and
a few volts amplitude, the components in
the X-band region are well above thermal
noise at the input of a 50-5 system. When
such short pulses are fed directly into an
X-band TWT serving as a band-pass ampli-
fier, RF output pulses comparable in width
to the dc input pulses are obtained.

The equipment is shown in Fig. 1; the
TWT amplifier consisting of two tubes in
cascade gave an estimated 0.5-watt peak-
pulse power. The dc pulser produced pulses
of 1-nsec base width, rise time of 0.25 nsec
and a PRR of 720 pps. The sampling oscillo-
scope (rise time 0.6 nsec) displays this pulse
as shown in Fig. 2(a) and the detected out-
put of the TWT as shown in Fig. 2(b). RF
power at the crystal detector (IN23B) was
kept low, resulting in square-law operation
and a displayed pulse proportional to power.
Detected pulse-rise time is about I nsec and
base pulse width, 2 nsec. Observations on a
2000-Mc traveling-wave oscilloscope gave a
rise time of 0.6 nsec and a base pulse width
of 1.5 nsec.

Fig. I-RF pulse generator using a dc-pulse
generator and TWT amplifier.

To study the use of the method in radar
applications, the system of Fig. I was al-
tered to include transmitting and receiving
antennas. Echoes from various objects in the
room were observed. Fig. 3(a) shows echoes
from two plane metal surfaces 12 feet apart
in range, the nearest being 15 feet from the
two horn antennas. In Fig. 3(b) the surfaces
are about 17 inches apart, the nearest being
40 feet from the antennas. Pulse amplitudes
shown are not significant as the reflectors
were positioned to give a display convenient

* Received by the IRE, January 23, 1961.
' K. J. S. Cave, W. Neu, and A. C. Sim, 'A diode

modulator for millimetre waves," Proc. IEE, vol. 106,
pt. B, suippl. No. 16, pp. 759-761; May, 1959.

2 C. A. Burrus, "Millimicrosecond pulses in the
millimetre wave region, Rev. Sci. Insir., vol. 28, pp.
1062-1065; December, 1957.

3 A. C. Beck, Waveguide investigation with mili-
microsecond pulses," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 35, pp.
35-65; January, 1956.

I C. C. Cutler, 'The regenerative pulse generator,.
PROC. IRE, vol. 43, pp. 140-148; February, 1955.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2-(a) dc input pulse to TWT as observed on a

0.6 nsec rise time sampling oscilloscope. (b) De-
tected RF output pulse viewed on the same oscillo-
scope. Horizontal scale is I nsec per major division.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3-(a) Radar echoes from plane metal surfaces

12 feet apart in range and in line with the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas (scale =5 nsec/ma-
jor divison). (b) Echoes from plane metal surfaces
17 inches apart (scale = 1 nsec/major division).

for observation. Echoes from plane metal
surfaces differing in range by six inches
could be resolved easily.

Because the traveling-wave tube is used
as an amplifier, this technique is advan-
tageous in setting up a sensitive short-pulse
radar. A reflex scheme (Fig. 4) suggested by
W. L. Haney uses the same TWT to amplify
the received signal. Little additional equip-
ment is required, and the system remains
simple. With the setup of Fig. 4, the total
gain of the system could not be used, as
strong echoes from large objects in the
laboratorn caused oscillation. Even so, the
sensitivity was improved about 25 db.

NANOSECOND DETECTOR
dc AND

PULSE SAWN5LN
GENERATOR OSGILLOSCOPE

TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA

RECEIVING
ANTENNA

Fig. 4-Sensitive, short-pulse reflex radar.

An application of this method has been
independently developed in this laboratory
by S. G. Jones and T. H. Shepertycki for
obtaining the impulse response of S-band
radar receivers. Other applications contem-
plated for investigation include the location
of troublesome reflections on antenna ranges
and in "anechoic" rooms. Radar cross-sec-
tion measurements of small objects and
propagation delay studies are also possible.

J. K. PtLFER
B. G. WHITFORD

Radio and Elec. Engrg. Div.
Natl. Res. Council

Ottawa, Canada

Whistlers Excited by
Sound Waves*

Recently Lippmann' has mentioned the
possibility that electromagnetic radiation in
the low-frequency ranges as produced bv a
nuclear explosion could propagate as a
'Whistler" along the magnetic field of the
earth. Lippmann discusses the excitation of
this whistler (see under No. 3). We are able
to contribute to this discussion considera-
tions which we have made under a more
general aspect.2

The waves produced directlv by the ex-
plosion must essentially be of longitudinal
character, i.e., they are sound wvaves. The
whistler mode, however, corresponds to
waves with essentially transversal polariza-
tion. Now Piddington' has shown that in the
ionospheric plasma four types of electro-
magnetic waves with different characteristic
polarizations can exist; two of them are es-
sentiallv transversal and the other two essen-
tially longitudinal in polarization. This is
due to the influence of the magnetic field of
the earth. Both transversal polarizations ro-
tate in an opposite sense. In one sense of
polarization, the electric vector rotates in
the same way as do the positive ions in their
free spiralling movement with the earth's
magnetic field as axis; the other sense of
polarization corresponds to the free spiral-

* Received by the IRE, January 25,1961. This work
was done under contract No. DA-91-591-EUC-1504
of the U. S. Army.

I B. A. Lippmann, 'Bomb-excited whistler,' PROC.
IRE, vol. 48, pp. 1778-1779; October, 1960.

2 K. Rawer and K. Suchy, "Longitudinal- und
Transversal-Wellen im Lorentz-Plasma,' Ann. Physik,
vol. 3, pp. 155 170; Marrh, 191S9.

a J. H. Piddington, "The four possible waves in a
maeneto-ionic medium," Phil. Mag., vol. 46, pp.
1037-1050; October, 1955.
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ling roveiiieiit of the electronis. In literatture
these polarizations are mostly designated
as "ordinary" and "extraordiniary" polariza-
tioin; following Larenz" we prefer to call themii
"ionic" and "electronic,' respectively. TIhe
two lonigittudinal polarizationis have also a
direct relation with the plasma componeints;
they corresponid to a kind of sound wave
propagated in the ionlic and electronic gas,
respectively.

For wave freqtuenicies whiclh are conisid-
erably higher than the gyrofrequency of the
ionls, we canl neglect the ionlic souInd wave.
We have recently inivestigated the relationis
between the remainiing three characteristic
waves.2 The following coIcluilsionis regardinig
the excitationi of whistlers by souiid waves in
a plasmiia cani be obtainied:

In the inniier ioniosphere (below about
300 kini), the plasmlia density increases nearly
monotonically with height. This change
causes a corresponidinig conitinuoLus chanige
of the characteristic polarizationis. Tlhe
tranisversal waves which are of purely trajis-
versal polarizationi at the lower border of the
ionosphere get a longituidinial componienit
which inicreases more anid mlore; as to the
electroniic sounid wave which is puirely lonlgi-
tudinal at the lower border of the ionosphere
we find in the plasma a transversal comilpo-
nient inicreasing more and more. Dependinig
oni wave frequencv and magnetic field we
may find a certain electron density for which
the electronic sound wave and the electronic
transversal wave have exactly the same
polarization. These are the special coniditionis
where an electroniic souind wave can excite a
transversal wave so that part of the sounjid
wave energy cominig from the explosion can
be transformed inito tranisversal electromiiag-
netic wave eniergy.

Fig. 1 is reproduiced fromi ouir qucoted
work;2 it shows the square (w) of the refrac-
tive inidex as a fullCtioll of the reduced
plasmila density X =(N2/W2 (W plasmia pilsa-
tionI, co pulsationi of the wave). TRhe different
cturves are valid for the three different char-
acteristic waves in the two limiting cases,
i.e., the tranlsversal case (0=7r/2) and the
longitudinial case (0=0). In the latter case,
the electroniic sotulnd wa-ve reacts with the
electroniic transversal wave in the transition
poinlt which is founild on Fig. 1 nlear X= 1.
We have showni in the quoted work that in
the case of frequencies below the electronic
gyrofrequenicv (for which case Fig. 1 is
valid), the transition canl onily become im-
portant wheni the direction of propagation
niearly equals that of the mnagnetic field.
This latter coniditioni is valid in the case of
whistlers and ouir discussion shows that the
transitioII will occur essentially in the
nieighborhood of that electron density for
which the plasma frequenicy equals the wave
frequenicy.

Aniother result concerning the absorption
of the electronic sound wave can be obtained
from our quoted work.2 This absorption be-
coomes stroniger and stroniger with inicreasilng
angle 0 betweeni the direction of wave propa-
gation and that of the magnietic field. As
comipared with the absorption coefficient of

tranisverse cuLrrenit K and "the synchronious
voltage," S,aswell as "Chu'skinietic voltage,"
U. It is founid that quite similair expressions
for the beaml admiiittanice and the power of
eachwave conmponent to those of the loiigitu-
dinal electroni beamii canl be obtained by this
analysis.

The following equationis are obtainied
fromii the force equiationi for electronis which
are travellinig to the z directioni with veloc-
ity Ui under dc conjditionis in ain axial mag-
nietic field Bo.

dUT_
dl--jWU_ = voE_

-s

, IIfp8' 1 3 2
-~ I

-o
I I3

R * I i;

Fig. I-Effective dielectric factor w (--square of tlse
refractive index) as a function of the reduced elec-
tron density X( =wN%2,W2) for wave frequency
,w27r =half of the electron gyrofrequency and
3m,co21(5kT) = 10. Full lines =wj =ionic trans-
versal wave, broken lines=u=,=electronic trans-
versal wave, point-dotted lines =electronic souind
wave, lieavy lines =transversal case (0 =7r/2), and
thin lines =longitudinal case (0=0).

the transversal waves, that of the electroniic
souniid wave is greater by about a factor
of 3mncs)2/(5kT)=3.556- 109°K/T. The ab-
sorption is very large so that only very
stronig sounid waves are able to produtce ob-
servable transversal electromlagnietic waves.
It seemns quite reasoniable that nutclear ex-
plosionis at great altituide excite stich strong
sound1(1 waves.

K. RAWER
lonosphiiren- Institut

Breisach/Rh., Germaniy
K. SuCHy

Abtl. theoretische Physik
Physikalisches InstitLIt

der Universitat
Marbtirg/Lahni, Germaniy

Power Carried by the Cyclotron
Waves and the Synchronous Waves
on a Filamentary Electron Beam*

Waves oii a filamentary electron- beam
in a transverse-field slow-wave circuit have
been analyzed by A. E. Siegman,' who fouLnd
the existence of the fast and slow cyclotron
waves, as well as fast and slow synchroniouis
waves, on such an electron beam. It is the
ptirpose of this paper to show that the samle
result can be expressed in a different way by
introducing the concept of the effective

dU± + ±= "oP.>

dt
d
- (U. + jBsusr...) = iinJE'
dt
d

(Ul+ jBouor+3 =11t) Is +

where the definiitionis of (qtuanitities are given
as follows:

U + = Chui's kinietic voltage, - (n/e) uov+
=+=transverse velocity of the electrons

ini the beamz
c = cyclotroni anlgular freqjuencxy
r= transx erse displacemiient of the elec-

troll beansi
E= transverse electric field applied to

the electron beam
+= positi e circUlarly-polarized coin-

ponienit of quanitity A4
A n=egative circularly-polarized coin-

ponienit of qLuanltity A.

Now, we define a inew parameter S which
is niamiied "synchrolnous v7oltage" becauise
of the effective voltage for the synchronous
wxaves (the author does niot believe, how-
ever, that this niame is the lost suiitable
oIne).

S_ = U_ +jBoutor
S, = U+ - jBou(r+. (3)

Eq. (2) cani be rewritteni by the definitioni in
(3) as follows:

d
d S.. = ns-dt

Trhe effective tranisverse cuirrenlt K caused
by the displacement of the electron beam
from dc value is giveni as folloWs:2

K+= jwor+,
where ao is the total charge of the electroni
beam per transverse iuniit area. From (3) anicd
(5) the followiing relationships are obtailned:

K- = Io(S_-U_)
we 2Vo

K = l -(S+- U+),We 2No
where Vo is the dc acceleratinig voltage cor-

respondinig to the drift velocity at5, and lo
is the dc beam cturrenit ( Is| = ouo).

4 K. W. Larenz, "Beitrag zur Magneto-Hydro-
dynamik kompressibler Medien," presented at lectture
in Bad Salzuflen, Germany; April, 1952 (unpublished).

* Received by the IRE, Januiary 3, 1961.
1 A. E. Siegman, "Waves on a filamentary electron

beam in a transverse-field slow-wave circuit," J. Appl.
Phys. vol. 31, pp. 17-26; January, 1960.

2 H-. A. Haus, 'Electron Beam Waves in Micro-
wave Tubes," in "Electronic Wave Guiides," Poly-
technic Press, New York, N. V.; 1958.
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The effective voltage anid currenit for the
cyclotron waves themselves can be obtained
by putting E+=0 and S+=0 in (1) anid (6)
as follows:

U_ = Uf-e-i(#e+,c)z.eiwt
U+-= U8e i(ee-c)z.eiwt

K. = I Uf-e-j(1e+c)z-eeit
Xc 21ro

(7)

CoI Io
K+= - - -- UZ e-43c)z ej't, (8)CwC 2VO

where 3e w/uos, t3 = w,/Uo. The power car-
ried by the fast and slow cyclotron waves
can be given by the generalized Chu's power
theoremn as follows:

IIo 12Pf8= Re [tU_K*] = - - tf 12

P., = ' Re [U4J+*] 3- Il-|i US+|12- (9)

The characteristic beam admittance for the
small-signial quantities of the cyclotroni
waves is expressed by (7) and (8) as fol-
lows:

K.. K+ w iI
'-= - = - U -

= *I- (10)

This expressioni is very similar to that for
the longitudinial beam (one-dimenisiotnal)
giveni by the following equation.

1-o = _
Wq 2Vo (11)

where wc, is the reduced plasma angular fre-
quency.

The same equations as (7) and (8) for
the synchronous waves can be obtained by
putting E+ = 0 and U+ = 0 in (4) and (6):

S- = S8-e-j0e2.ejct
S+ = Sf+e-i#iIeiet (12)

Therefore, the true power in the transverse
direction, Pt, is

Pt ey = 2 Re [U+K±+*rue 2JT U+ 2

Pt syll (17)

Pts for the fast and slow cyclotron waves
are both positive anid the same because of
the kinetic power due to the cyclotron rota-
tion of electronis in the tranisverse direction.
Pt s for the synchronous waves are zero be-
cause there is nio transverse mlotion of elec-
trons for these waves.

The power in the longitudinal direction
cani be obtained bv substracting Pt fromn
the total power as follows:

PfC - - 1) f 12

p~~~~= co Io slPISeye- -( + I I1 Us+ 12

PilyloSf!

Py 4V0 (18)
In conclusion, the total power flow along

the electron beam discuissed here is given as

P= Y I[f Uf f2- Us+12+ ISf+12
-ISS_-2]. (19)
SHIGEBUMI SAITO

Inst. of Industrial Sci.
University of Tokyo

Tokyo, Japan

or loss resistanice of the total electromechani-
cal system. It is now very logical to ask the
followinig question: WNTould the duial of the
network covered by (1) possibly yield ani
additional realizable physical system? If so,
we cani make a paramiietric electric motor
based on the total differential of d(Cu)/dt,
where C= I/S is the variable capacitance.
Such a motor wotuld haste much in commonl
with the lnow popuilar semiconduictor diode,
variable capacitance, parametric microwave
and wide-band amplifier. Replacinig mag-
netic-field injected stimulance by electric-
field injected stimulatnce, we obtaini

dv I dC
C-+ (Gp+ d + r dt = i(t), (2)

dt dit ± Jv- () 2
where r=1/L is the reciprocal inductance
and Gp the positive or loss conductance of
the total electromechanical systenm. With
referenice to both (1) anld (2), tranisistor am-
plification may be added for enihanced stim-
ulanice, resulting in both cases in a practical
brushless electric motor. Both (1) and (21
are linear equations, anid rotation may there-
fore be predicted by the Nyquist stability
theorem. It goes without saying that pendu-
lum motioni is equally well predicted, and
that maintained pendulums imay be built
this way, provided the proper restoring
force is introduced to chanige the rotary mo-
tioIn into oscillatory motion.3

Guided by theoretical speculationis of the
abo-e nature, the writer carried ouLt experi-
ments with the Class-C amplifier shown in
Fig. 1. WN'hile the explanation for the opera-

I()
1+

K_ = - 11 S__e
we 2Vo

K = - 1t Sj+e ifde.eiat. (13)We 2V5
Also, the power carried by the slow and fast
synchronous waves are

P. = 2 Re [S_K_*] = - o w,_ I ,_ 12

Pf = 21 Re [S+K*] = I4I,, - Sf+ 12. (14)2 + ~~Vo w,

The characteristic beam admittance is given
as (10).

It should be noticed that the power given
by (9) and (14) is not the true transverse
power (meaning, strictly speaking, the en-

ergy transfer due to the transverse fields),
but the total power carried by each wave as
pointed out by Siegman. This is because the
effective transverse current K given by
(5) is not the true transverse displacement
current which should be

K+true = (jw + uo5 ) r+ao = v+ao. (15)
And so,

liolK+true = 2V U+ for the cyclotron waves
2V0

K±true, = 0 for the synchronous waves. (16)

Parametric Variable-Capacitor
Motor*

The problem of rotary motion with stim-
ulance injected parametrically via a mag-
netic field has already been solved.' An ac-
tive element appears in the electromagnetic
network thanks to the total derivative of
d(Li)/dt, btut a transistor amplifier was in-
cluded for stimulance enhancemenit. The
underlying integro-differential equation with
a Mathieu-Hill-type soluttioni, covering the
total electromagnetic system, is of the form

di IdL\r
L di + Rp +-dL)i + S idt=e(t). (1)

Two operators pertaining to spinniing sinors
can be identified, inviting the use of the
Candy-Hollitngworth operational equation
solution with hyper-complex numbers, de-
veloped in England.2 One operator is d/dt
mjw =j2wrf=j2or6O for the driving voltage,
and the other is d/dt _=jS2=j2rn8, where n, is
the rotational speed of the motor shaft in
turns per second. Rp designates the positive

* Received by the IRE, January 30, 1961.
X H. E. Stockman, 'Parametric oscillatory and

rotary motion," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol.
48, pp. 1157-1158; Jtune, 1960.

2 C. J. N. Candy, "Bifid operators,' Math.
Gazette, vol. 38, p. 270; 1954.

Fig. 1-Basic scheme of making the tuning capacitor
in a tank circuit spin around so as to become an
electric motor.

tion is given by the term dC/dt in (2), a more
direct visualization of how the active ele-
ment is introduced is obtained from the fol-
lowing reasoning. Let us assume that the
moving vanes of the capacitor Cl in Fig. 1
are on their way into the system of fixed
vanes, and that the condition of resonance is
approached. Accordingly, the alternating
voltage across the capacitor Cl experiences
an increased amplitude, with an electric
field attraction force appearing, which aids
the movement of the vanes and thus pro-
vides a rotational force. All that is needed
for practical motor operation is suitable pro-
grammiing of the source i(t), so that self-
commutation obtains. The necessary syn-
chronization is indicated by the dotted ar-
row marked "SYNC" in Fig. 1. To test this
idea, the writer removed the stops fromi the
variable capacitor, reduced the friction in
the bearings, and with an elementary form
of synchronization, the rotor of the variable
capacitor began to turn arotund; the variable
capacitor was now an electric motor.4 Several

3 H. E. Stockman, "Pendulum parametric ampli-
fier," Am. J. Phys., vol. 28, pp. 506-507; May, 1960.

4 Patent application of January 26, 1961, to U. S.
Patent Office, Washington 25, D. C.
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different schemes for syNnchronization were

used, all but one of themii free from mechani-
cal switching. Thus, the source i(t) in Fig. 1

may represent a tiny high-voltage battery
(for example, a 600-volt battery), with the
programming device consisting of an elec-
tronic switch, controlled capacitively, or

otherwise, by the rotating vanes. For a

slowly rotating motor, operated at 600 volts,
the current drain is less thani 1 ,ua, and the
required power of the order of 100 ,uw. Since
there are practically no ri2-losses, the motor
has high efficienicy. The simplest program-
mning system is obtained when vdC/dt yields
a double-valued force function, sufficient all
by itself to accomplish rotation.

just as a conventional electric motor
operates from at lead-cell storage battery,
this new motor operates from a capacitor
battery (the old Leyden jar battery). The
experimental motor runs for several mnii-
,tes from a 6-,f capacitor, initially charged
.o 800 volts. This type of motor cani be
made to produce considerable torque, how-
ever, since the air-space capacitance per
unit volume can be given a high value and
since air dielectric is only a first considera-
tion. For space vehicles, a motor for high
voltage and low current may fit available
atomic and radiationi sources better than
conventional motors. If energy storage is not
required, the motor may be ac-operated.
The freedom from brushes should make this
type of lightweight motor reliable and
maintenance-free.

HARRY E. STOCKMAN
Lowell Tech. Inst.

Lowell, Mass.

frequency shift and R,0 is the minimum
range. With (2) one can evaluate R,5 from
the measurement of (f')max and froim the
knowledge of X and Vrl. Eqs. (1) and (2)
represent idenitities which are valid for
linear orbits of S and P.

For circular orbits of S, with an observer
P assumed at rest relative to this orbit, the
minimum-range equation has been pre-

viously derived.2 For the genieral case of
curved orbits of S and P (Fig. 2), one ob-
tains the minimum-range equation

-'f,f
Vee12 Vs2 VP2

Rm+=- -cosa- -cosflRm Ps Pp

+ DC0 cos -Y-pcos (3)

where v5 is the orbital speed of S and Ps is the
radius of the orbit of S, v, is the orbital speed
of P and p, is the radiuls of the orbit of P.

I'

I

Fig. I.

The Doppler Effect and
Inertial Systems*

If an artificial satellite S transmits a

radio signal of frequency f>>f5, where f, is
the manximtimii plasma freqtiency of the iono-
sphere, an observer P onl the earth records a

frequency f'. Dtie to changes of the radial
velocity between S and P, the received fre-
queencyf' varies in time as illustrated bv the
Doppler-shift ctirve of Fig. 1. For linlear
orbits of S and P, the time derivative of the
Doppler-shift cuirve is described by the
idlentity

Vrel2
\ff') = - sin t', (1)

R

wx here X = c/f is the wavelength of the
emitted signal in free space, v,,l is the relative
velocity betweeni S and P, R is the range,
and V1=4Vrei, R. Fromn (1) follows the mini-
mum-range eqtiationi (V/ =7r/2, R= Rm,)

(f')max= - R-e' (2)
Rm

where (f')max=tg9naax. Fig. 1 is the maxi-
mum rate of chanige of the observed Doppler

* Received by the IRE, Jantiarv 30, 1961.
W. Priester and G. Hergenhahn, 'Bahnbestim-

mung von Erdsatelliten aus Doppler-Effekt Messun-
gen," Westdeutscher Verlag, Koln und Opladen,
West Germany; 1958. See especially p. II.

M2

Fig. 2.

The second anid third term in (3) represenit
the components of the radial accelerations
of S and P in the directioni of R.5 with the
signls corresponding to the angles a, 0<7r/2
as shown in Fig. 2. The foturth and fifth
terms are, respectively, the components of
the tangential accelerations of S anid P in
the directioni of R,, for the general case of
curved orbits with the signs corresponding
to y, e<s7r/2. For circtilar orbits, z),=f', =O.
If the orbits of S and P lie in the eqtiatorial
plane of the earth and one obtains, e.g.,
R= 1000 km from the identity stated in
(2), the second term of (3) increases R,2 by

2 K. Toman, "Tlie minimum-range equation and
the maximum Doppler-frequency shift for satellites,"
PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 48, pp. 1339-1340;
July, 1960.

15 per cent while the third termii of (3) re-

duces Ran by 0.1 per cenit.
A comparisoni of (2) and (3) discloses

that for curved orbits the orbital speeds
v5 and v,, althotugh containied in v,sl actcor(liing

to the equation Vr,=2=0+Vp2-2zr r, cos e,

appear separately in (3). For uv=p=O an-d
Ps-pp xo, (3) reduices to (2). Eq. (2) is
valid for inertial systems. Those are systems
without acceleration. For accelerated sys-
tems (curved orbits), the relative \elocity
vrel describes inadequately the space-timiie
continuum. Therefore, these nionirelativistic
considerations illustrate the conicepts of uni-
form and nonuniform relative motioii which
are known to underlie the special and the
general theory of relativity, respectively.

If vrci alone fulfills the idenitity of a space-

time continutum (2), the special theory of
relativity applies; the general theorv of rela-
tivity is necessary, however, if v, aniid vp .sp-

pear individuially in the ideiitity of a space-

timiie continuum (3). Doppler studies of
orbitinig satellites are principally stubject to
the general theory becatuse, for the descrip-
tion of the space-time contiLnuuLm, zrr0 aiid
the concept of inertial systems as conitained
in (2) do not suffice. If they do it is only ap-

proximative.
KURT TOMAN

Air Force Cambridge Res. Lab.
Ionospheric Phys. Lab.

Bedford, Malss.

Envelope Probability as a

Function of E£No*
It has beenl knowni for somiie yearsi that:

1) the parameter that determiinies probability
of detection of a signial in additive nioise is
the ratio of signal energy to nioise power per

unlit bandwidth; and 2) the optimumll re-

ceiver uses a imiatched filter (or correlator),
which generally does not produice a conistanit-
aniplitude siiie wave at its ouitput. Neverthe-
less, almost all (if nlot all) of the puiblished
analvses of detectioni probability emlphasize
signal-to-noise power ratio, and uLse as a

mlodel a conlstant-am-plituide sine wave in
noise aIt the inipuit to the enivelope detector.
It is shown below that the probability leii-
sity of the envelope of the outptut of a

:matched filter can easily be derived in termiis
of the ratio of signal eniergy to noise power

per uIInit bandwidth. As a conisequence, it is
recommended that the uise of "noise banid-
width, ' 3-db banidwidth, and 3-db pulse
durationi be restricted to situtltionis in which
thev are really necessary.

The desired relationiship cani easily be
derived with an error of 3 db as follows:
Rice's2 equationi 3.10-11 for the probability
density of the envelope R of a sine wave with
constanit amplitude P in additive narrow-

* Received by the IRE, Febrijaryz 6,1l961.
1 J. L. LawTson and G. E. Uhlenbeck, aThreshold

Signals," McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,
I N. V.; 1950.

2 S. 0. Rice, "Matleniiatical antalysis of random
noise,' Bell .Sys. Teclh. J., vol. 23, pp. 282-332, July,
1944; vol. 24, pp. 46-156, jarnuary, 1945.
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band Gaussian noise with zero mean and
variance Vo gives:

(R) R [ R2 + P2 RP)
'Po1[ 2 1o (0

Since papers on matched filters, such as
Turin,3 show that the peak signal-to-noise
power ratio at the output of a matched filter
is 2E/No, where E is the input signal energy
and No is the input noise power per 1-cps
band, one might be tempted to set P1/2qo5
equal to 2E/No in (1). A suspicion that this
is not correct could be aroused by an analy-
sis of Manasse4 that shows that envelope
detection reduces the "effective E/No" by a
factor of at least two. Closer reading of the
papers on matched filters shows that en-
velope detection cannot be assumed in the
argument leading to the conclusioni that the
power SNR is 2E/No.

A direct, correct derivation of the desired
relation can be obtained from Dugundji,5
who shows very simply that, when the in-
put to a (linear) filter with a transfer func-
tion G(j27rf) is any signal s(t) plus Gaussian
noise with zero mean and power spectrum
W(f), the first probability density of the
envelope R of the filter output is given by
(1) above with lz(t)| substituted for P,
where:

z(t) = 2 f S(j2,rf)G(j2,rf) exp [j2rft]df (2)

Thus, (1) above can be converted to apply
to the general case of a matched filter fol-
lowed by an envelope detector (which is
optimum when the phase of the signal is
unknown and has a constant probability
density) by substituting E/No for PI/2qo.

It is of course possible to interpret the
above as proving that, for any matched-
filter, envelope-detector receiver, there is an
equivalent 'Rice model" in which the signal
has a constant power EIT for duration T,
the noise power is NoB, and BT= 1. How-
ever, note that the definitions of B and T
are completely arbitrary except for their
product, so B and T need have no physical
significance. Although B and T may be used
for convenience in describing the receiver
filter and the signal, their use is not required
in the "Dugundji model," and this model
is a more direct analog of the physical system
than the "Rice model." Finally, the Du-
gundji approach shows directly the effects
of using an imperfectly-matched filter,
whereas the "Rice model" superficiallv im-
plies that doubling B increases the required
signal power by 3 db. Therefore, it is sug-

gested that B and T be used only where
their convenience really justifies their likely
misuse.

LEE E. DAVIES
Div. of Engrg. Res.
Stanford Res. Inst.
Menlo Park, Calif.

the secondary of the double-tuned output
transformer, a high-level sine wave and dc
from a self-biasing resistor are applied to
the diode. The RF by-pass condenser C, is
also the tuning capacitor for the secondary of
the transformer.

In a test setup used to obtain the 8-Gc
carrier pulses at a 20-Mc repetition fre-
quency, a waveguide to coaxial transducer
connected the microwave pulse generator
of Fig. 1 directly to the coaxial input of the
baseband electrical stroboscope.4 Fig. 2(a)
shows an oscillogram of this pulse. The hori-
zontal sensitivity of the stroboscope is
5 X 10-is seconds per large division. Since
4 phase-locked RF cycles are contained in

S(j2rf) = fr (t) exp [-j2srft]dt

;0 = f G(j2Zrf) I2W (f)df.

(3) Fig. 1-Microwave pulse generator circuitry.

(4)

For simplicity, assume that the noise at the
filter input is also white.0 Let W(f)=No,/2.
The optimum (matched) filter can be de-
fined' by:

G(q2-rf) = kS*(j2-f) exp (-j27rfto) (5)

where k is a real constant and s(t) will pro-
duce a maximum filter output at t=to. Then

4°0= 2 f kS*(j2.rf) exp (-j2rflo) 12df
kWo

rf S(j2-rf) Ildf (6)

and

z(t) = 2kr S(j2irf) exp[j22-f(t )]df#. (7)

At t=to,

z(to) = 2k f I S(j2.f) 2df

= k f (j2rf) I2df (8)

and

z(to) 2 Nof S(j22rf) |2df = E/No. (9)

3 G. L. Turin. 'An introduction to matched fil
ters,' IRE TRANS. ON INFORMATION THEORY, Vol.
IT-6, pp. 311-329; June, 1960.

4 R. ManaCse, 'Tlhe Performance of Post-Detec-
tion Integrators for the Detection of a Sine Wave in
Noise at Low Input Signal-to-Noise Ratio," M.I.T.
Lincoln Lab., Lexington, Mass., Group Rept. No.
32-26, ASTIA AD 236 234; November 28, 1956.

5 J. Dugundji, 'Envelopes and pre-envelopes of
real waveforms,' IRE TRANS. ON INFORMATION
THEORY, Vol. IT-4, pp. 53-57; March, 1958.

6 Turin also derives a matched filter for nonwvhite
input noise.

8- and 11-Gc Nanosecond Carrier
Pulses Produced by Harmonic
Generation*

Oscillograms have been obtained show-
ing carrier pulses of nanosecond duration
and for which the RF carrier is phase locked
with the envelope. These pulses have been
obtained at carrier frequencies of both 8
Gc and 11 Gc and at ptilse repetition rates
of 10 and 20 Mc. Both a baseband electrical
stroboscope' and a new band-pass electrical
stroboscope were used to obtain these oscil-
lograms.

The RF pulses are generated directly
from the harmonics of the envelope fre-
quency present in the sharp step that is
found at the end of the recoverv transient
of a diffused silicon mesa computing diode.2.3
The diode, a selected FD-100, is mounted
across a waveguide and driven at the base-
band repetition frequency. Only the har-
monics higher in frequency than the cutoff
frequency of the waveguide are propagated.
In the present case, a 0.400X0.900-inch
waveguide (WR-90) with a low-frequency
cutoff of 6.56 Gc was used.

This microwave pulse generator circuitry
is shown on the schematic of Fig. 1. From

* Received by the IRE, February 3,1961.
W. M. Goodall and A. F. Dietrich, 'Fractional

millimicrosecond electrical stroboscope,' PRoc. IRE,
vol. 48, pp. 1591-1594; September, 1960.

2 A. F. Boff, J. Moll and R. Shaw, 'A new high-
speed effect in solid state diodes," Digest of Papers of
1960 Solid States Circuits Conf.; Pp. 50-51.

3 A. F. Dietrich and W. M. Goodall, 'Solid-state
generator for 2 X1O-'° second pulses,' PROC. IRE,
vol. 48, pp. 791-792; April, 1960.

(a)

(b)

(c)

5 x10-10 SEC
Fig. 2-Oscillograms showing phase-locked carrier

cycles within the pulse envelope. (a) 8-Gc pulses
at a 20-Mc repetition frequency. (b) Il-Gc pulses
at a 10-Mc repetition frequency. (c) 1I-Gc pulses
at a 20-Mc repetition frequency.

4 Goodall and Dietrich, op. cit.; for block diagram
of stroboscope, see Fig. 1. p. 1592.
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one divisioni, the time for anl individual
cycle is 1.25X10-1o seconds. This corre-

sponds to a frequency of 8 Gc (F=1/T).
The peak puilse power was measLured as

0.17 mw.

Fig. 3 shows the block schemiatic of the
band-pass electrical stroboscope used in the
test setup to observe the 11-Gc carrier pLlses
at both a 10- and 20-Mc repetitioni frequency.
The strobe pulse was generated by the same

technique as in Fig. 1 but at a 100-cycle
lower baseband frequency. This pulse is
amplified by a traveling-wave ttube which
has a 3-db bandwidth of 2 Gc centered at
11.2 Gc. The amiiplified RF strobe pulse anid
a similarly aiiplified RF signial pulse are

combined in a 3-db waveguiide coupler and
demodulated. The detected output, which
is a low-frequency replica of the RF signal
pulse, was applied to a low-frequency oscil-
loscope.

10MC-O f
STROBE

3Blckscemti

3DsBANDWIDTH
10.2 -i2.2 GC BROAD BAND

; ~~~DEMODULATOR

i. shw.h

PULSNERA +

SIGNAL /
10 OR 20 MC

Fig. 3-Block schiematic of test setup IIisilg b?and-
pass electrical stroboscope.

Fig. 2(b) is ail oscillograin of the 11-Gc,
10-Mc repetition-rate pulse with a peak
power of 0.004 mw. Fig. 2(c) shows the
20-Mc repetitioii-rate pulse with a peak
power of 0.011 mw. Horizointal sensitivity
is the same as Fig. 2(a). In these two oscil-
lograms there are 5.5 phase-locked RF cycles
in the 5 X 10-10 seconds period. This corre-

sponids to a frequency of 11 Gc. Using similar
techniques, on April 7 oscillogramus like Fig.
2 showinig 56 Gc pulses at a 160 Mlc repeti-
tioIn frequency were obtained.

A. F. DIETRICH
Bell Telephonie Labs., Inc.

Red Banik, N. J.

A Variable Dual Reactance
Traveling-Wave Parametric
Amplifier*

Traveling-wave-type parametric amiipli-
fiers have been realized which utilize trans-
mission lines with oine reactance being
varied by a propagating wave. Tien and
Suhl' have presented an analysis of paramet-
ric amplification in propagating circuits by
usinlg one time-v-arying distributed react-
ance (inductance) as the cotupling element
between two propagating mledia. Similar

* Received by the IRE, Jantuary 25, 1961; re-

vised manuscript received, February 7, 1961.
1 P. K. Tein and H. Suhli, "A traveling-wave

ferromagnetic amplifier,
'

PRCc. IRE, vol. 46, pp.

700-706; April, 1958.

results can be achieved by employiing two
nonliinear distributed reactances (induictance
and capacitance) to couple the two trans-
missiotn lines. The mathemnatical model pre-

sented here, employing two x-ariable dis-
tributed couipling reactances, shows that
twice as much gain in nepers per unit length
of line can be realized over an amtplifier
where only one coupling reactance is varied.
Although the difference frequency between
pump and signal is coinsidered, the sum fre-
quency and higher conmponeints are nieg-

lected, for they- may be suippressed in the
propagating structuire by choosing the proper

pump frequenicy or by designing a propagat-
inig structure such that the higher-order side-
bands are outside thebandwidth of the circuit.

Thus, we shall consider the nondegen-
erate case (Cil X2w.) where waves of the signal
frequency wi on linie No. 1 and waves of the
difference or idler frequency W2 on line No. 2
are related as follows:

'1 + C&12 = (1)

These waves are coupled through two dis-
tribuited reactances which vary in time at
the pump frequency o, and are spatially
dependent upon the ptimp phase shift #z,
wvhere

# = + /32 + A#, (2)

and z is the longitudinal direction of propa-

gation. That is, the inductive and capacitive
coupling reactances between these two lines
may vary as follows:

L(z, t) = 1/2L[e+u(at-#-' + e-j(0t#Z)L
C(z, t) = 1/2C[e+i(wt-z) + e-i(WI-c)s ,

when this couplinig network is energized by
a traveling-wave of frequency co and phase
conistanit (. Wheni z3O0, the system is no

longer dispersionless, and it will be shown
that the gaini of the amplifier is reduced
when Ad deviates fromi zero. The two pairs
of tranismissioni linie eqLiations, neglectinig
series resistance and shuint conduictanice, are

wAritten as

a1(Z 1) a! Ct[(z, t)I2(Z, t)E

a0Z at at

az-C1- at C(Z, t)V2(,-, t)1;(3)
m3.(z, t) _-L OI2(z, t)_ a [L( t)I (z t)j,cl z at at

0V2(', tI) (z t

= -C2t 2(, t)_ a [C(z, t)li(z, t)], (4)
at at

where V and I are, respectixely, the voltage
and current along a line. These two pairs of
simllltanieous equations cani be readily em-

ployed to solxe for the gain factor, a, of
I1(z, t). To simplify the equations, let
j(?7<l.0) be the ratio of the variable to the

fixed reactance whether it be induLctive or

capacitive, assuming both to vary the same

amount for mlathemiiatical simplicity. Thus,
uponi solx-ing (3) anid (4) for the gain factor
a of the signial currenit t(-,t), we hax-e

a = 1(772113" >- 2)1 nepers per unit length.

The correspondinig term for a single vari-

able coupling reactance (either inductanice
or capacitance) traveling-wave parametric
amplifier is

a = I(1213i12 4,32)1fI nepers per unit length.

Therefore, the gain in nepers per UnIit length
a is doubled by employing two variable
coupling reactances rather than one wheni
A,3=O, i.e., when the system is dispersion-
less. This condition exhibits optimum gain.
As shown in Fig. 1 with Aj3d0, the gain of
the variable dual reactanice amplifier de-
creases much less rapidly wvith increasinig
dispersion thani does the single v-ariable
reactance device. Also, the :tlial amplifier
can operate with considerable dispersion
before the gaini in nepers per uInIit lenlgth
drops to a valuie eqtial to that of a nion-
dispersive single-reactaniee amiiplifier. Thuis,
the dual device can be made to perforn o%-er

a much greater gaini-dispersioni area than the

convenitionial amplifier, provided the amiipli-
fier can be made stable. Finally, the duial
amplifier would exhibit a better nioise figuire
than the single amplifier if both devices ex-

hibited approximatelv the samiie loss per uinit
length of line (with the pump off), sinice the
dual device possesses more gaini.

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 2

Normalized Dispersion Parometer <

Fig. 1-Normalized gain dispersion chiaracteristics
for single and dual variable reactance traveling-
wave parametric amplifiers.

This type of distributed parametric
amplifier could possibly be realized with
two transmission lines, in close proximity,
immersed in a conitinuous imiediumii conisisting
of both ferroelectric anid ferromagnietic ma-

terial, with the time-vary-ing couiplinig capaci-
tance and inductance being suLpplied by the
nonliinear characteristics of each material,
respectively. However, present-day miiateri-
als would have to be greatlx iniproxved for
suich aii amplifier to operate effectively. The
entire strtucttLre might theni be surrotunided
by some formi of guided wave strtmctture which
woould transmnit the energizinig punip waxve.

It should be noted that the distribtLited para-

metric amplifier is a relatively broad-band
device and since the gain per UnIit lenlgth is
proportional to the prodtuct of signial amid
idler phase coinstanits, broad-band, low loss,
slow-wave-propagatiing strtmctures shouild be
employed for high-gain anid low-iioise per-
fornialice.

ROBERT D. W\ANSELOVI
Microwave Tube l)iv.
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Los Angeles, Calif.
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Parametric-Excited Resonator
Using Junction Transistor*

In recent correspondence, the subject of
the junction transistor as a three-terminal
capacitor has been discussed.'-3 A note
by Giacoletto3 describes an interesting
phenomenon the capacitive interaction
between emitter and collector junctions of
a transistor in the cutoff state.

The author discovered and utilized this
phenomenon independently in early 1959,
while working on the parametric-excited
resonator using semiconductor junction de-
vices, and reported it in his M.S. thesis
(August, 1959), on which this note is based.

Fig. 1 shows a typical variation of the
collector-junction capacitance due to the
emitter-bias voltage for a medium frequency
(fa = 8 Mc) alloy-junction transistor (2N 123).
As seen in the graph, with both junctions
reverse-biased the capacitance of one junc-
tion can be conitrolled by the bias voltage at
the other junction. This pheniomenon may
be explained qualitatively by the minority
carrier distribution within the base region
at different emitter-bias voltages (Vb), as
shown in Fig. 2(c). Thus, changing Vb from
reverse to forward bias causes the width of
the emitter-junction depletion layer to vary
due to field variation. At the same time, the
width of the collector-jUtnction layer is also
affected. It is believed that it is mainly due
to small changes in the diffusional transfer
of thermally-generated miniority carriers
from the emitter junction to the collector
jtunction. The equivalent circuit in this
state is shown in Fig. 2(b). Since the tran-
sistor is in the cutoff state, both Ge and G, are
relatively high, and normal minority carrier
injection, diffusion, and collection are not
taking place.

Although variation of the collector-
junction capacity due to the emitter-bias
voltage changes in the cutoff state is small,
this has some practical significance. With
present transistors, which were not designed
to be used as variable capacitors, we may not
be able to excite the collector-resonance cir-
cuit by applying the pump voltage to the
emitter, but we are certainly able to lock the
phase of the collector oscillation signal
(parametrically excited), by applying the
phase-lock signal to the emitter junction.
Utilizing the above characteristics, a suc-
cessful parametric-excited resonator was
built. A schematic of the experimental cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 3(a). Collector circuit is
essenitially the parametric-excited resonance
circuit tuned to the second subharmonic by
collector dc bias-voltage Vb, while the col-
lector-junction capacity is being pumped by
V, at a frequency of 40 Mc. The phase-lock
signal (20 Mc) is coupled to the emitter,
and Veb biases the emitter junction to the
proper operating point.

* Received by the IRE, February 23, 1961. This
note is based on "The Parametric Excited Resonator
Using Semiconductor Devices,' a thesis submitted by
the author in partial ftulfillment of the requirements
for the M.S. degree in Elec. Engrg. at Mass. Inst.
Tech., Cambridge, August, 1959.

1 J. F. Gibbons and G. L. Pearson, "P-N-P varia-
ble capacitance diodes," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 253-
255; February, 1960.

2 J. M. Early, "P-N-P variable capacitance diode
theory," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 1905-1906; Novem-
ber, 1960.

3 L. J. Giacoletto, "Three-terminal variable ca-
pacitance semiconductor device," PRoc. IRE, vol. 49,
pp. 510-511; February, 1961.
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Fig. 1-Collector-juriction capacity vs
emitter-bias voltage.
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Fig. 2-(a) Reverse-biased junction transistor. (b)
Equivalent circuit. (c) Minority carrier distribu-
tion within base region.

As seen in Fig. 1, in the vicinity of zero
emitter bias, the capacitive interaction be-
comes most significant. But if the emitter
should swing into the forward-conduction
region, the tranisistor will become active
(normal transistor action), and a relatively
large dc current will flow through the col-
lector circuit, damping the oscillation. The
signal frequency (20 Mc) current (a- ie) due
to normal transistor action is negligible be-
cause the signal frequency greatly exceeds
the a-cutoff frequency of the transistor.

Vsb e. -

4r o400,, 2 ..-

4lt 20 .c, s VPpp

0

r^bx
-3 -2 -

6
P-p

v

5

4

2

i Gnao 2

(C)

Fig. 3-Transistor parametrie resonator: (a) experi-
mental circuit; (b) equivalent circuit; (c) experi-
mental result.

In Fig. 3(c), output voltage vs emitter dc
bias-voltage for a conistant drive was plot-
ted. In the same graph, collector-detuning
voltage was plotted against the emitter dc
bias-voltage for a constant frequiency of
resonance.

The equivalent circuit of this paramiietric-
excited resonator is shown in Fig. 3(b), and
the diode parametric-circuit analysis whichl
was derived by the author or that which was

presented by Hilibrand and Beam'l can be
adopted with slight modifications.

The main advantages of this circuit as

compared with the conventional diode para-
metric circuit are: 1) better isolation be-
tween input and output due to the uise of a

three-terminal device; 2) more imlportant,
the ability to switch the phase of the output
signal without discontinuing the pulmp sig-
nal. The latter fact nmay be a \ery signifi--
cant achievemient in the application of the
parametric circuit to high-speed phase
switching. Because of this, the so-called
three-phase pumping system requiired in the
conventional (diode or magnietic t-ore) para-
metric circuit may be eliminiated.

It is well known that the limitationis of
an ordinary junction transistor in high-fre-
quency applications are mainly due to a-

cutoff (diffusion process) and the collector-
jutnction capacity. Utilizing this junjiction
capacity, once regarded as the troublesome
factor, in a parametric-excited resonator, we

are able to obtain a relatively high gain in
the frequency range far beyonid the a-cutoff
frequency of the junction transistor.

The author is greatly indebted to Prof.
Kyhl of MIT for his guidance throughotit
this work.

YOHAN CHO
EDP Div.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Newvton, NMass.

4 J. Hilibrand and W. R. Beam, "Semiconduictor
diodes in parametric subharmonic generator," RCA
Rev., pp. 221-253; June, 1959.
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Noise Performance and Stability of
a Hybrid-Coupled Tunnel Diode
Amplifier*

An interestinig hybrid-coLupled tunnel
diode amiiplifier has been described recently',2
which achieves very wide bandwidth, rea-

sonable gaini, low I1oise, aIld uniconditional
stability at the input. Since the perform-
ance data supplied by Siel indicate favor-
able features only, it should be interesting
also to recognize facts which limit the acttual
improxvement of the noise perforiianice of a

system by uising the hybrid-coupled tuinnel
diode amnplifier in the froint end of a receiver.
This will be explained in the following.

Assutme that a generator with ani initernial
conductanice G,, a load GL, and two equal
tunnel diode amplifiers reflecting negative
condtictatice - GD betweeni the terminials,
be properly connected to the hybrid of uni-
formii characteristic conductance Go. I he
power reflection coefficienit at the hybrid
terminials connected to the generator, the
load, and the twxo equal amplifiers with

tuined out susceptaiices are

C-G0 2

Pg=
VG(, + Go
(GL-Go 2

PL = GV +G)

(-GD +G,-Gs\2

pD = GD+ GI GQ)\D=-GDt+ G + Go '

ith G, =cirCtiit loss of each tunlnel diode
amplifier reflected between the hybrid con-
necting poilits.

The effective gain of the hybrid ampli-
fier wheni terminiated into the load GL =Go
is equal to the power reflection at the ttinniel
diode amplifier terminiationis:

(2)= PD

and the available gain is

Xa Ty(1 - pg) = pD(l - p) (3)

For the calculationi of the noise figure,
GA=Go is assumed corresponiding to PL=0,
siInce this is the initeresting coniditioni for unl-
conditional inptLit stability. For the tottl
noise otitput inito GL = Go results

No -(1- p)kTgB + -/2pqk7lLB

+

4kTDBGD'Go
p0Y)

(Go + G, - GD)2

+
4kT,BGlGI I+ (4

(G+ +G-GD -FPq'), (4-

(iT', TL, TD, T, =noise temnperatures of geii-
erator, load, tuinniel diodes and losses.) lThe
first term in this equiation is the amplified
available generator nioise power. The sec-

ond term is originated by the nioise power
kTLB entering the amplifier from the output
ternmination GL, of which the portioii Ty2p,
kTiB is delivered back to GL. The third
and foturth terms express the output nioise
origillating from the tunnel diode amplifiers.
First, the noise power delivered by each

* Received by the IRE, October 17, 1960; revised
manuscript received, February 10, 1961.

1 J. J. Sie, "Absoltutely stable hybrid-coupled tun-
nel diode amplifier," PROC. IRE (Correspondence),
vol. 48, p. 1321; July, 1960.

" J. J. Sie, 'Correction to 'Absolutely stable 1iv-
brid-coupled tunniel diode amplifier',' PROC. IRRE
(Correspondence), vol. 48, p. 1783; October, 1960.

tunniel diode amplitier inlto the hybrid may

be expressed by

N1, + ATI-G4kT+DBGD'Go
i-1~ (Go + G1 -- GD)2

4k7',BG,G,
(Go + G1 - GD)2 (5)

with GD'=effective noise genierating con-

ductance of the lossy tunniel diode. Half of
this power will go into GA directly, the other
part is directed towards the generator.
There a portion of it is reflected back inlto
the hybrid, and stubsequently it will appear

in the load GL, multiplied by the factor
P0'Y.3 The samne noise power is conitributed by
the other tunnel diode amplifier. The noise

figure that results is:

F No p, TL
-y(l pg)kT5B 1 - pg T1,

4GD'Go(1 + p,g7) TD
(1- p)(Go + GD -Gi?2

4GiGo(1 + pgy) Ti
6

(1 pg)(Go + GD- G])2 Tg

Under ideal conditions, there is no reflection
(lb) at the inpuit, and aiiy losses in the circuit

and the ttinnel diodes can be neglected.
Theni the noise figtire becomes:

(ic)

4G p/.Gs, g, 7To
F = I + M ^ 7(1 + GD/GO)2 go i'.

with GD ='gD, -gD =negative coilduictanice
of the diodes, ge =reIl/2kiT'D, - =transfor-
iiationi factor.

The nioise figure is directly related to
the gain. From (1c) and (2), one obtains

GD/G1
1-- (8)

and collseqltentlh

F-l + (I + 1 ) gt TD
Y gD To

-1+ I g,e TD

-1 + (1 -- (9)
Tax, 2k T,gr

This expressioni shows that for a givein
i',, and diode parameters, the ideal inoise
figure of the hybrid amplifier depends onlk
on the gain -y, and that the Inoise figuire in-

creases with the gain. The noise figuLre varies
from 1 to a v-aluie asy-niptotically approach-
ing 1 +eIo/2kTigD as the gaili is v-aried from
0 db to large -alues. The hybrid amlplifier
shows an imiprovement bv the factor
Tax - l/yav compared to the nCoise of a simlple
parallel coinniected tulinel diode amplifier,
whose optimnal noise figuire is F=1 I-+e1o
2kT,9Dg for infinite load imiipedance. The
reason for this iniprovemiienit is the eliminia-
tion of the load nioise contribtitioii.

The quiestion as to what extenit a svstem
is improvedtlusig a tuLnnel diode hybrid pre-
alliplifier can be aniswered as follows: Using

No correlation between the two p)ortions is as-
stimed.

(la)

975

(9), the nioise figture of a svstem becomes
1

Fsystem F1---F

9e ID1) ft4-( ,gDTD/T5)
-1 + (l0)

gD Ta

From this the following concltisioiis are
obvioLus: if the nioise figure F2 of the suc-
ceeding stage is greater than 1 +eIo/2kT,,gm,
the noise figure of the system caii be reduiced
to this value for 71-5 o, ideallv. However,
if F2 is smaller than 1 +eIo/2k T,g0, ai imn-
provement of the svstem is impossible.

Another remark shall concerni the stabil-
ity of the amplifier. If the amplifier is ter-
mninated by a load GL =Go, then with respect
to a wave going inito the inpuit iio wave can
ever be reflected, which, at first, meanis tin-
conditional inpuLt stability. However, a sta-
bility conditioni has to be mlet by the ampli-
fier not only with respect to ani inicident
xvave, but also with respect to the vars ing
impedanice which appears at the TD amil-
plifier ternminals of the hybrid if the geni-
erator impedanice is varied. This restricts
the range of stability, in particular at high
gain1.

WXOLFGANG M. FEIST
Raytheon Co.

Burlingtoni, Mass.
Formerly with

D)iamond Ordnianice Fuze Labs.
Washingtoni, 1). C.

Millimeter-Wave Field-Displace-
ment-Type Isolators with Short
Ferrite Strips*

Generally, field-displacemient-type iso-
lators have more compact and simple struc-
tures than Faraday rotation-type isolators.
At millimeter waves this is, however, not
always true. For example, the isolator de-
veloped by Weiss and Dulnll required a fer-
rite strip length of two inches for 5 mm
wavelength.' Ayres developed an isolator
with a ferrite for 4 mimi wavelength with the
relatively high magnietic flux density of 12
kilogauss.2 These long thiln ferrite strips
break easily.

Recently, field-displacement-ty,pe isola-
tors of extremely short ferrite strip (only 0.2
inches) with low magnetic field (less than 5
kilo-oersted) for 5 mmtil wavelenigth have
been developed by the authors. The ferrite
strip was iiiade fromii a sinigle-crystal-type
sample LRR-1 supplied by A. 0. Smith
Corporation. The sample had ain anisotropy
field of 18.4 kilo-oersted and a line width of
approximately 10 oersted. The sample was
magInetized in the direction of easy iniag-
netization.

* Received byN the IRE, February 27, 1961. This
research was supported by a research grant fron
A. 0. Smith Corp. to Marquette University.

1 M. T. Weiss and F. A. DuLnn, "A 5-mm reso-
nance isolator," IRE TRANS. ON MICROWAvE THEORY
AND TECHNIQUES, vol. MTT-6, p. 33t, July, 1958.

i W. P. Ayres, 'Millimeter-wave generation ex-
periment utilizing ferrites," IRE TRANS. ON MICRO-
WAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOI. MTT-7, pp.
62-64; Jantuary, 1959.
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critically iinflueniced the isolator character-
istics, freqtiency characteristics of the figure
of merit of this isolator Fc(4wt/-yH)2 were

flat for wide range of operating frequencies.3
The reason is that the line-width AH of this
n3aterial increased linearly with operating
freqtiency. The short strip imiakes the isolator
conmpact anid it makes produictioni easy and
inexpensive.

The aLlthors thank A. L. Brault and S.
Krupnik for helping with the preparation of
the manuscript.

K. ISHII
J. B. Y. Tsui

Dept. Elec. Engrg.
Marquette University

Milwaukee, Wis.
F. F. Y. WANG

Long Ranige Research
A. 0. Smith Corp.
Milwatukee, Wis.

2 = 30.6B02 + 38.1Bo + 2799 (k.lJc)2.

This equationi can help to estinate performii-
ance over a wide range of operating fre-
quenicy anid miiagnietic fluix density.

g [0.016 8" Polystyrene
DDrecton

Effect of Filament Magnetic Field

0.0451 C
Qo325 |Itj of on the Electron Beam from a Pierce

Wo325de" VIAppied~I
Waveq e

N Field

0.011 7' Ferrife
Ferriie Lenqth=0.209"

Fig. I-Cross section of millimeter-wave field-dis-
placement-type isolator.
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Fig. 2-Operating frequency characteristics of milli-
meter-wave field-displacement-type isolator.

The frequenicy bandwidth for 15 db iso-
lation for a fixed magnet adjustment was
190 Mc. The forward atteniuation was less
than 1 db over the entire band. The fre-
quency bandwidth can be increased by in-
creasing the ferrite strip length. The back-
ward attenuation increased faster than
forward attenuation with increasing ferrite
strip length.

Even though the mounting position and
geometrical shape of the ferrite strip rather

3 B. Lax, "Frequency and loss characteristics of
microwaves ferrite devices,' PROC. IRE, vol. 44, pp.
1368-1386; October, 1956.

The effect of the magnetic field of a flat,
spiral-wound, "noninductive" filament on

the electroni beamn from a shielded Pierce
electron gun has been measured by use of a

beam tester that has recently been coti-

structed at Cornell University, Ithaca,
N. Y. A more detailed report describing the
beanm tester anid other results of tests on dc
electroni beams will be published in the near

futture.1 The beam is prodtuced by a Pierce
gUIn which normally operates at 5400 volts
and has a perveance of 1.15 X 10-6. The cath-
ode diameter is 1.25 inches and the Brillotiim-
beamii diamzeter containing 90 per cent of the
beamn current is 0.176 inch. The effect of the
ml-agnetic field of the filamiient oni the beam
shape was determined by taking cross sec-

tionls, similar to those shown in Fig. 1, along
the axis of the beam for filameint ctirrents
from -7.65 to +7.65 amperes. The two
beaim cross sectionis showni in Fig. 1 were

taken with ani x-y recorder. rhe horizontal
anid vertical coordinates are the x and y posi-
tionis in the beam. '[he deflectioni above anly
horizontal line inidicates the amiiouint of cur-

rent collected by a Faraday cage positionied
behind a milovable plate with a 0.010-inich
hole in the ceniter.

'rhe inistanitaneous filamiienit ctLrrenit was

varied while keeping the cathode temiiper-
ature conistanlt by applying a siniusoidal 60-
cps voltage to the filam-ient anid by pulsing
the cathode at a rate of 60 cps with 16.7-
,usec dturation ptilses. The phase of the
cathode ptilse relative to the filamnent voltage
was then miade ariable fromli -90° to

* Received by the IRE, February 21, 1961.
This work is part of a study of the RF character-

istics of electron beams wlhich is being conducted
under the sponsorship of the Rome Air Dev. Center of
the Air Res. and Dev. Command, USAF (R.F. Tranis-
mitter and High Power Tube Branch).
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Fig. 1- Electron beam cross sections taken witlh an
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scallo) on beam), (b) Brillouin flow conditionls
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+90°. The curves in Fig. 2 show the mlaxi-
mumn beam diameters containing 90 per cenit
and 95 per cent of the beam current as a

funiction of the current through the filamlenit.
Note that the beam diameter obtainied
when the maximum filament ctirreint was

present was over 13 per cent greater than
that obtained when no filamient ctirrent was

present. In additioni to this increase in di-
ameter, a large amount of translaminar cur-
rent has beeni noted at all times when the
cathode is pulsed while filamenit cturrent is
flowinig.

A. S. GILMOUR, JR.
School of Elec. Enigrg.

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
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The ferrite strip of 0.209" XO.0325'
XO.0117' was mounted on a polystyrene
strip of the same length. This was placed in
RG-98/U waveguide as shown in Fig. 1. The
external magnetic field was applied parallel
to the crystal axis. The maginetic field was
applied by an adjustable permnllaienit magnet.
'[his was adjusted for best performiiance at
the operating frequency.

An example of experimentally obtained
operating frequency characteristics of this
device is shown in Fig. 2. Wheni the operat-
ing frequency is chaniged, the applied mag-
nietic flux density is changed as indicated in
the figure. As is well known, the square of
the gyromagnetic resonanice frequtencyfo can
be expressed as a constant coefficienit seconid-
order funlction of the applied magnietic field.3
If Bo represents the magnetic flux density in
kilo-gatiss imieasured at the air gap where the
ferrite strip is mounted when the ferrite
resonates, the followinig equLation can be ob-
taiiied fronm the experimiienital data:
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